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Africa: Might in the Dark Continent
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After graduation, Jeff Matthews '86 shunned a starting salary of
$30,000 and a company car from one of the "Big Seven" oil companies. Instead, he opted for the experience of teaching in the Central
African Republic. Scheleen Johnson '87 travels to the C.A.R. and
reports on Jeff's progress as a Peace Corps volunteer.
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Hoot Couture: What's Cool? What Isn't?
Tom Soloing, Mess C'ollege senior, Santa
Barbara, Calif.

Letters
Going first-class?
My wife and I recently received the"new"
Sallyport. We have always enjoyed the content of the magazine, but your new format
makes it a first-class publication.
Robert T. Ladd '78
Houston
Congratulations on the new Sallyport It has
passed the "coffee table test" at my house with
flying colors.(In fact, it looks so good, I may
have to get a new coffee table.)
The new format is evidence of a new
standard of quality for Rice publications.
Thanks to everyone involved — Bill Noblitt,
Suzanne Johnson, Jeff Cox and the publications committee of the alumni association —
for a job well done.
Bill Merriman '67
President,Association of
Rice Alumni
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According to a recent Roper Poll, Rice University boasts the worstdressed college campus in the United States. Senior Erin Blair fights
back with a student's view of"cool" in the Land of the Owls, while
some of her fellow students strut their favorite threads.

Congratulations on the latest issue of the Sallyport. I was prepared to chide the alumni at
homecoming in my acceptance remarks (for
the 1987 Gold Medal)as to why they would
allow their trustees and their staff to put out
such an ugly alumni magazine. You ruined my
acceptance remarks but you sure as hell made
my day, as it is a great improvement and I
think Rice's alumni need a first-class publication. You are moving in the right direction.
Thank you and your staff.
Ralph S.O'Connor
Houston
I knew something was up the moment I
knocked my coffee over while answering the
phone,something I always seem to be doing
(Gad! I hate phone cords!). Unlike previous
occasions, the Community dark roast was not
instantly blotted by the Sallyport, which had
come in the day's mail. Instead, it swept over
the cover,soaking my tax return, which I was
finally getting around to submitting(old Rice
habits of delay, delay, delay die hard).
"What's this?" I thought, stricken with a
moment of mental vertigo not unlike the emotion enjoyed by world-renowned physicists
when they are about to have a Nobel Prizewinninginsight. By Jove, that's a four-color
cover!
I quickly abandoned my citizen duties(the
government can wait)and opened it up,
intensely suspicious of a not-so-clever forgery.
I knew it wasn't April 1, which comes 14 days
before I file my first IRS postponement of any
fiscal year. So, what was going on? Inside, everything seemed to be more or less normal. The
articles had the same flavor. The type was
sharper, true, and there was color that even my
color-blind eyes could discern, but this felt like
the real thing. I wasn't sure.
I considered calling the Secret Service;
they know how to spot counterfeits. No, I
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reconsidered, no reason to draw undue attention to myself, as they probably have their
computers intertwined with those I had been
avoiding. Best to just let the magazine sit prominently on top of my stack of things to distract
myself when I should be doing something else
Hmmm,a quiz on page 20? After reading it, I
hoped it would be graded on the curve. Otherwise, my score of 3 was bound to put me on
scholastic probation. sigh. Some things never
change.
The Sallyport has, though, and I like it.
See if you can do it again.
Bruce Anderson '73
Houston

Or Selling Florida
Swampland?
I am responding to your gracious request that
readers write to you telling what they think of
the"new"Sallyport
I think the new Sallyport's format,compositional layout and generally cute stylistic
approach would be ideal for a brochure promoting some new real estate development, or a
plush new shopping center, or a capersome
Caribbean cruise.
But I confess to retaining a few haunting
doubts as to whether this kind of publication is
ideal for either promoting or representing the
"Harvard of the South."
George Williams'23
Professor Emeritus, English
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primped and mugged,strutted and
stretched. A few even pulled out
their rusty "professional model"
moves, pouted appropriately, and
twirled their jackets at the end of
imaginary runways.
And that was just the guys.
We also learned a little about
their motives. A few had modeling
experience from high school. Some
wanted to "prove to SMU and Texas
that Rice students know how to
dress." Several called in on dares,
and one — who brought his entire
wardrobe along in a pillowcase —
just thought it would be a hoot(no
pun intended).
his name was Tom Senning. Ile
ended up being our cover model,
and an article on the Rice Players'
world premiere of his musical,"The
Jimmie Shock," will appear in an
upcoming issue of Sallyport. An
acquaintance of Tom's assures us
he's a brilliant composer but is otherwise occasionally "out to lunch."
Finally, we learned that despite
a Roper Poll proclaiming Rice worstdressed, Rice students do care
about their fashion, seeing it as a
reflection of their personalities,
their creativity, even their politics.
It might not conform to the
fashion trends of other universities,
but it's theirs.

1)(4ve Mil. Jones
„
College sophomore,
memphis, Tenn.

The
C Making of'Hoot
outure'
When we placed
an ad in the
Thresher asking for "terminally
cool
st
udents" to pose for a Sallyport
feature on
student fashion, we
expected little or no
response. Past
a
ttempts to find
student
models had
resulted in
free pizza exorbitant demands of
(we paid), money(we
didn't), computer
time(we
couldn't)
or
, Within anonymity.
an hour of the Thresher s
distribution,
however, the
phone
and started ringing — and ringing
ringing.
, "Ili, I'm
Joe(or Bill or Jeff) and
ni
terminally cool," was the
usual
opening line for
wanted to know the guys; the girls
what they should
wear.
We learned
a lot from the photo
sessions that
s
followed.
First, Rice
tudents — at
coop'ones — least the "terminally
are not shy. They

Murena Gatewood, Brown College junior,
"niversity City, Mo.

The (re)productive Austin Owls

Friends that Get Together...
"...Beget together," writes a group of
Rice alumni in Austin — and for
good reason.
Ten years after college, the
group of Austinites and their
spouses has produced seven babies
in less than a year(not to mention
four 2-year-olds and "big kids" of 3
and 5).
I. Jay Aarons'72 rounded up
the crew recently on the south steps
of the Texas Capitol. They are:(top
row,from left) Anne Dingus'75 and
Patrick Redman '76, with Parker
(born 2/3/87)and Philip (5/8/85); I.
Jay Aarons'72 and Oliver(9/8/86);
Bill King'75 and Kathy Miller King,
with Andrew (12/19/84)and
Katherine(2/28/87);(middle row,
from left) Jay Johns and Debbie
Irvine '74, holding twin girls Kate
and Lindsey — or is it Lindsey and
Kate?(3/10/87); Barbara Gibson
Aarons and Stephen (4/26/84);
Connie !fill Anderson and Laura
(12/24/86); Lansing Pugh '74 and
Liz Badger '74, with sons Logan
(9/16/82)and Alex (5/29/86). In
front are Emma Johns(7/6/85),
Claire Anderson (5/10/85)and
Robert Anderson '74.
Inspired by their own "productivity," the group gathered later to
think up possible photo captions
(though Aarons admits that Anne
Dingus, a writer herself, was the one
most inspired). Though we chose to
use "Friends that Get Together
Beget Together," they also offered
the following:"Don't Drink the
Water,""Friends that Go(to Rice)
Together Grow Together,""A Little
Learning is a Dangerous Thing,"
"Parents Synonymous,""Majoring

in Parenthood,""The Rice Teem,"
"Chips off the Old B.A.s" and, last
but not least,"Friends that Graduate Together Propagate Together."
Enough said.

Breaks of the Game
Rice sophomore Mike Brotherton
showed up at the Rice Memorial
Center on Sept. 20 wearing a black
tee-shirt that read,"Don't bother
me now — the game is on."
I lis opponent, Boris Spassky,
wore a suit, tie and track shoes —
appropriate, considering Brotherton
was only one of 50 opponents
Spassky was to face. A former world
champion chess player, Spassky
took on 50 chess opponents simultaneously, each of whom paid $25
for the privilege.
I Hs appearance was cosponsored by Rice and the I louston
Chess Studio.
After an hour-long lecture
before a packed house, it was down
to business for Spassky and his
challengers. Long tables formed a
rectangle inside the RMC Grand
hall, each table lined with a row of
chess boards. On the outside of the
tables sat the challengers — quite a
few of them Rice students. On the
inside raced Spassky, making each
of his moves in a matter of seconds.
Spassky won the world title in
1969 but lost in 1972 to American
player Bobby Fischer. Though he
has remained active in international
competition, he has never repeated
as champion.
He reigned supreme at the
RMC,but not without a challenge.
After several hours of play, Spassky
had offered three players a draw.
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Bofill was born in Catalonia,
Spain, in 1939 and studied architecture in Geneva, Switzerland. Much
of his career has involved public
housing and urban planning, including Walden 7(1970), a 1,000-unit
housing project in Barcelona, and
the innovative apartment building
known as Le Viaduc in the form of
an aqueduct in the middle of a lake
outside Paris. Bofill's success with
such projects led to major commissions in the 1970s from the French
government headed by President
Francois Mitterand.

Musical Notes
Internationally renowned Spanish
architect Ricardo Bofill has been
selected to design the new Shepherd
School of Music at Rice University.
The award for the $16 million
building, which will give Houston a
new symphonic concert hall as well
as a physical home for the 12-yearold music school, was announced in
late October by Josephine
Abercrombie,chair of the buildings
and grounds committee of the Rice
Board of Governors.
The Shepherd School of Music
commission represents the first
major U.S. project for Bofill and his
design team, known as the Taller de
Arquitectura(Architecture Workshop). To date, Bofill and the Taller
are cited for a series of awardwinning, often dramatic projects in
Barcelona, Algeria and Paris, as well
as a design for the Music Center in
the historical district of Metz,
France.
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The unique style and architectural language of Bofill's individual
buildings has also drawn attention
to the Taller. Influenced by late
Baroque buildings of the 17th and
18th centuries, Bofill's designs are
noted for their use of columns,
arches, cornices and pediments.
These classical details, however, are
frequently rendered in cast concrete and glass, as in the crescentshaped project Les Espaces
d'Abraxas, an urban complex near
Paris in which eight-story-tall
columns are sheathed in glass.
Bofill's previous connections to
Rice University include having his
Taller de Arquitectura in Barcelona
serve as a "preceptor firm" for students of Rice's School of Architec-

ture. Bofill's son, Ricardo Jr., is a
1987 Rice graduate in architecture.
Final plans for the Shepherd
School of Music will be presented
this spring. Groundbreaking is
planned for summer 1988, with
occupancy in the beginning of the
1990 academic year.
The facility will include a concert hall, a small recital hall,
rehearsal halls, classrooms, teaching studios and practice rooms.
The new building is part of a
$40 million planned expansion for
Rice University. The music school
will occupy a space south of Fondren Library, parallel to Lovett Hall.
Other members of the project
team announced are: Fred Jenkins,
Gerald D. Hines Inc., Houston, project manager; William D. Kendall,
Kendall/Heaton Associates Inc.,
Houston, associate architect; Gary
Poole, CHP. INC., Houston,
mechanical engineering and plumbing; Larry Whaley, Haynes, Whaley
Associates Inc., Houston,structural engineering; Miner Dederick
Construction Corp., Houston,contractors; Leonard Auerbach, San
Francisco, Calif., theatrical adviser;
and R. Lawrence Kirkegaard,
Downers Grove, Ill., acoustics.

Top Guns
Rice University has been named
one of the leading undergraduate
schools in the nation in a new
survey of college and university
presidents.
The poll, conducted by U.S.
News and Work!Report for the
magazine's Oct. 26 issue, included
1,329 institutions of higher education in a peer review by 764 presidents of those schools.
The schools were ranked in
nine categories based on the 1987
classification assembled by the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching in
Princeton, N.J.
In the top category — national
universities — Rice ranked 14th
in the U.S. out of 204 schools
nominated.
Standards used to judge the
schools included cohesiveness of
curriculum, quality of teaching,
relationship between faculty and
students and the atmosphere of
learning fostered by the campus.
"We are pleased to be ranked
among the leading national universities, the more so because of the
under-representation of the Southwest on the list," said Rice President
George Rupp."Our ranking testifies
to the national recognition both of
the unsurpassed education here
and also of our strong research
programs."

Rice at the Wortham
Rice University joined Houston in
celebrating the opening of the city's
new Wortham Center with a free
concert on Nov. 15.
In honor of Rice's 75th anniversary, the Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Uri
Mayer,and the Rice University Chorale presented a free gala concert of
music by Mozart, Verdi and Shostakovich. The concert was held in the
Wortham Center's Lillie & Roy Cullen Theater.

Life in the CITI

Too Much Rice?

Rice's newly formed Computer and
Information Technology Institute
for research in parallel-processing
computer technology has received a
$3 million National Science Foundation Center for Experimental
Research grant.
“CITI is designed to foster collaborative research on highperformance computing among Rice
faculty members from different
departments," Ken Kennedy,
chair
of the new institute, explains.
"It
will enable the university to attack
and solve problems that require
intellectual contributions from a
variety of academic disciplines.
The institute will initially concentrate on two principal themes:
parallel computing and robotics.
These themes were chosen
because of their importance to the
nation and the Houston community
and because Rice
already has strong
programs in these areas," points out
out CITI Executive
Director Don
Johnson.
The principal researchers who
will manage the parallelism project
are Kennedy;
Keith Cooper,
research associate; Robert Cartwright, professor of computer science; John E.
Dennis Jr., Noah
Harding Professor of Mathematical
Sciences; Robert T. Hood, associate
professor of
J. Robert computer science; and
cal and Jump, professor of electricomputer engineering.
, We are extremely
pleased that
tLrie National
Science Foundation
nas granted
as.we are this support to Rice just
plma, intensifying our interdisciresearch in computer and
ipnformation technology," said Rice
xesident George Rupp."The
re.p.resents a very substantial grant
recognition of
past achievements, current
Projects and future
promise."

At least one of the visitors at the
Houston Children's Museum was
worn out by the end of Rice's Outreach Day, Oct. 17. On that day,
more than 600 Rice University students,faculty and staff members
visited community organizations
such as the Children's Museum to
explore volunteer opportunities.
The number of participants on Oct.
17 far surpassed that of the first
Outreach Day held last February.

'a
Power Plays
Rice University plans to attain 90
percent energy self-sufficiency
through expansion of its awardwinning cogeneration system.
"Our present cogeneration
capacity has contained what otherwise would be substantially
increased utility bills by meeting
approximately half of Rice's energy
needs," said Rice President George
Rupp."The planned expansion is
expected to increase this capacity
to some 90 percent of our energy

requirements with correspondingly
greater impact on containing costs."
Rupp added that Rice's utility
use is expected to rise because of
the university's growing energy
needs due to new construction,
expansion of existing buildings and
increased use of computers, lasers
and other high-energy laboratory
equipment.
Expansion of Rice's cogeneration plant will cost $5.79 million
and is scheduled for completion in
February 1989. The existing
cogeneration plant was put into
service in January 1986 at a cost of
$4.1 million.
The decision to expand the
cogeneration plant is based on a
recent feasibility study by Brown &
Root U.S.A. Inc. which concluded
that the projected expansion "will
be very profitable for the university." Brown & Root also designed
and built the present cogeneration
plant after Rice engineering faculty
members, with participation of
mechanical and chemical engineering students, had made preliminary
studies.
Expansion of the existing facility will include equipment for the
on-site generation of electricity,
steam for campus heating and a
water chiller for air conditioning.
The additional equipment includes
a 3,500-kilowatt gas turbine generator to run on natural gas; a 17,000pound-per-hour heat recovery
boiler to produce steam,a 200kilowatt steam turbine generator
and a 1,500-ton-per-hour absorption water chiller.
All power and steam generated
will be for campus use only. There
will be no delivery of electricity or
steam beyond Rice's hedges, university officials stressed.
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Alight in the Dark Continent

A young Rice graduate abandons the promise
ofexpense accounts and remote controlfor
the riches ofoil lamps,traffiques and outdoor plumbing.
by Scheleen Johnson '87
eff Matthews was a typical Rice student.
A native Houstonian, he graduated from
Rice in '86 with a mechanical engineering
degree. Like many of his Mech.E. peers,
he was offered a position with one of the
"Big Seven" oil companies. The job included
a starting salary of $30,000 a year, use of a
company car, expense accounts, a key to
the corporate spa and, he is certain,"a
young, good-looking secretary." It was a
would-be yuppie's dream come true.

J
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He received a second offer from the
U.S. Peace Corps to teach math to high
school students. Bound(but only morally)
by a two-year contract, the position offered
a free round-trip ticket to Africa, French
lessons, a bicycle, water filter and oil lamp.
Oh yes, and a salary of $2,5c0 a year.
Jeff, who had left the United States only
once to go to Mexico, whose knowledge of
French began and ended with the word
"hors d'oeuvres" and whose senior single
was rigged so that everything could be operated from bed via remote control, chose
Africa.
"All I knew was that I didn't want to
Just get a regular job in the U.S.," he says.
"One day I was sitting at home while my
mom was cooking something and a Peace
Corps commercial came on television. We
had been talking about my future earlier
and she said something to the effect of,'If
You really want to go out and see the world
You could join the Peace Corps.' Until that
point, I had never really thought about it.
Joining the Peace Corps was something that
was done back in the '60s — Kennedy's kids
and all that — but I looked into it, went
through a harrowing application process
and here I am."
I received long, detailed letters about
Jeff's life in Africa during my senior year at
Rice. They described living conditions and a
culture that seemed to occur in times forgotten by the United States and Western
Europe, where I had lived and traveled.
So when Jeff sent an invitation to spend
the summer in
Berberati, Central African
Republic(C.A.R.), curiosity and emotions
we had dated since my freshman
year)
induced me to spend all my graduation
money on an airplane ticket. I stayed in the
area for two months while
Jeff was on summer vacation and freed
from his teaching
duties. We were able to travel extensively in
twh.e C.A.R. and neighboring Cameroon,
here we
firsthand what it is
like to liveexperienced
in a Third World country.

"The journalist referred to the calculations as a'misery index.' As far as the
C.A.R. goes, I don't see much misery here.
Food, clothing and shelter are very easy to
come by if you live off the land. Most people
grow some food, do some hunting and gathering, build a house out of mud bricks and a
thatched roof. But people don't have to keep
their noses to the grindstone to make a living. I don't want you to think that life here
is terribly easy. I just think the index probably weighed factors such as public transportation as heavily as hunger."

c

ecently, the Los Angeles Times
Printed the results of a report that
ranked countries in terms of a
computerized index based on factors measuring
"human suffering." The
C.A.R. made the
tries in which top-10 list of worst counare located to live.(Ten of the worst 11
in Africa.)Jeff does not agree
With the
report's calculations.

JeffMatthews '86

Colonized by France in the early 20th
century, the official language in the C.A.R.
is French. However, only about 20 percent
of the population actually uses this romantic language. The C.A.R. is an unusual African country in that it recognizes only one
national language, Sangho. A very basic
language with a small vocabulary, every
C.A.R. citizen speaks the African dialect.
There are only three industries in the
country, two breweries and one tobacco factory. Exports include coffee, tobacco and
small amounts of diamonds and gold. Still,
90 percent of the population survives on
subsistence farming. The main staple is
manioc(known as cassava in the U.S.)and,
although hunger is no longer a problem,
malnutrition is widespread. Many doctors
and scientists believe the AIDS virus had its
roots in the area and in some villages up to
65 percent of the population is known to be

carriers, but malaria and infant diarrhea
present a more immediate concern to the
individual African.
he C.A.R. is about the size of
Texas, yet only three million people live within its borders. People
claim the land by simple squatter's rights and much of it remains
untouched. Few roads cut through the
grassy savannahs,small mountains and
tropical rain forests that make up the country and, because only about 400 kilometers
(240 miles)of these roads are paved, traveling overland almost requires four-wheel
drive. During the rainy season (while I was
there) police-supervised "rain barriers" stop
any traffic on the roads when precipitation
falls. To diminish road corrosion, the barriers bar traffic from the moment the rain
begins until at least two hours after it has
stopped. A two-hour trip can easily turn
into two days.
I quickly learned that tight schedules
are basically impossible to keep in the
C.A.R. It is not unusual for people to arrive
a week late for appointments. With no telephones outside the capital city rendezvous
dates and times are only approximate.
When he set out to meet my plane from the
U.S., Jeff allowed two days to travel the 600
kilometers(360 miles) between Berberati
and the airport in Bangui. President
Kolingba declared the day Jeff tried to leave
a national holiday, however, and all roads
were closed. Forced to leave the next morning, Jeff spent most of the second day sitting
at a rain barrier. My plane touched down at
11 p.m.; Jeff did not arrive in Bangui until 5
a.m. the next day. Fortunately, a French
woman I met on the plane took me in for
the night.
Traveling in Central Africa can be a
headache even in dry weather. Like most
natives, Peace Corps volunteers do not have
cars so they must rely on the only form of
public transportation — traffiques. This
term describes any vehicle used to transport people between villages. The most
common looks like a United Parcel Service
delivery truck with windows cut into the
side panels. A message on the inside
informs passengers the seating capacity is
30. At this limit, 10 people are literally
smashed onto three rows with no room to
move.
Because travel is so difficult, while
school is in session Jeff has little time to
"see the world." In fact, during the school

j
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Seheleen and Jeffon visit to Cameroon

year Jeff assures me there is little time to
play at all. C.A.R. schools operate under the
French system. Jeff's job is to prepare
upper-level classes for the Baccalaureate, a
French university entrance exam. He covers everything from systems of equations to
trigonometry and calculus. It is not unusual, however, to have students in these
classes who do not know how to add fractions or perform simple multiplication. This
past year he taught three different levels in
four classes of about 50-60 students each.
Between time spent in the classroom, writing lesson plans, grading papers and tutoring students after class, the days are fairly
full.
One of the main barriers Jeff found
when he began teaching was the language.
After only 10 weeks of in-country training,
he could understand the questions his students asked in French but still had a hard
time explaining the complicated theories
and equations to them. English is very
much a foreign language in the C.A.R. so
volunteers are forced to speak French
immediately. When I arrived a year later,
Jeff was talking fluently with anyone he met
on the streets. I had slaved away in French
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classes for five years in the States and
couldn't keep up, a fact that made me just a
little bit jealous.
ther teaching impediments
include a lack of school books,
libraries and basic materials on
which to do homework."I know
some kids who work their problems out in
the dirt or on the chalk boards after school
because chalk is cheaper than notebooks,"
Jeff notes."In Berberati there are no textbooks. I'm it. If the kids have a problem in
the States when they do their homework
they open up the book and find an example.
Here, they have to open me up."
But Jeff finds this most frustrating of
all:"The fact that I am a'white expatriate'
means I will always be different here. The
kids have a hard time approaching me."
The difference between "black" and
"white" is very obvious in the C.A.R., if only
because there are so few whites in the country today. Almost all the whites are visitors
sent by their native countries to work for a
certain number of years in various businesses and development projects. Like
many expatriates around the world, the
reward for living and working in an undevel-

41%

oped country is an extremely high salary. In
the C.A.R., most ex-pats, therefore, are able
to fill their lives with expensive import
items, drive their own cars and purchase
relatively extravagant homes. The result is
that they never interact on a social level
with the much-poorer blacks.
Peace Corps volunteers, on the other
hand, are paid the same as their African
counterparts, eat the same foods and live in
the same neighborhoods. Almost every day
Jeff and I shopped in the outdoor food markets, drank coffee on the street corners and
visited with African neighbors. I never saw a
non-Peace Corps white on any of the dozens
of traffiques we rode. The role of the Peace
Corps volunteer is not only that of a developer but also an "ambassador for the United
States." I must commend them for that, and
the Central Africans, for the most part, are
very fond of Americans.

tp

nowing what I did about the country's history, as a white I expected
1 to be greeted with some hostility
- and suspicion. Instead, I was surprised to find the Africans very friendly,
curious and eager to make friends. While
traveling around the country, Jeff and I

often found ourselves staying in small towns
that had little contact, if any, with whites. I
felt as though we were on parade whenever
we stepped outside our own home.
So I would not be constantly propositioned by desperate, bachelor expatriates
and/or natives seeking companionship,Jeff
and I passed ourselves off as married. Peace
Corps females must constantly overcome
this additional obstacle in many of the
countries they are assigned to. It became
immediately apparent, however, that as an
African "wali"(Sangho for "wife")I was
completely inadequate. For starters, I am
22 years old but have no children. African
women my age have at least two, usually
three. The average mother has a total of six.
Jeff took an informal poll of his students and
discovered that roughly half of them (ranging in age from 14-25)are parents, several
With more than one child."It is a matter-offact kind of thing," Jeff has noticed,"and
most fathers are doing little or nothing to
support the child and mother. The child
Joins the mother's already large extended
family." The average Central African female
only attends school through the fifth grade.
Unable to understand the fact that I could
have a baby but simply did not want to at
this time, one woman gave me a fertility
bracelet.

Jeff

barters on a trip to the village market

If Jeff's female neighbors could not
make me pregnant they could at least teach
me how to
cook African cuisine and perform
Simple' household tasks. One
day Marie, a
tieighbor, popped over and was aghast to
find Jeff
pounding the manioc leaves to be
used for the
day's meal."That is women's
Work. He should not doing
be
that," she
Politely scolded me. After masterfully demonstrating the proper technique,she stayed
to supervise
and make sure I finished the
meal.
The next day I received a lesson in
sweeping. Since none of the grass bundles
used as brooms are
made with handles,
sweeping
requires
one
to stoop completely
over and
make
quick,
sweeping
motions
With one arm
while simultaneously flicking

the wrist. The wrist, I was told, was the critical part. After cleaning one room my back
ached, my legs were tired and my wrist
went limp.
eff and I went to Africa so we
. could experience a culture that is
if different from that of middle-class
America. We were not disappointed."I ate grilled caterpillars for the
first time here," Jeff wrote in one of his letters."No wonder I got worms. Don't knock
them until you've tried them,though. They
are not as bad as you would think but
they're not as good as you would hope,
either. However, they're a whole lot better
than mbako,the Central African whisky."
Jeff also went on his first"mauvais
esprit"(evil spirits) hunt while in Africa.
Unfortunately, his hunting party came up
empty-handed. Their African guide, Alexi,
blamed the presence of Jeff and his Peace
Corps friend."People really believe there
are a lot of evil spirits out all the time, but
they can only do bad things if they catch
you alone in the dark," Jeff has learned.
"Nobody goes out after sundown. They all
have a healthy fear of things that go bump
in the night."
Although a large number of Africans
attend religious missions of all denominations, spirits, curses and the belief in
human metamorphosis still have their
places in daily life. One day Albert, Jeff's
guard, informed us that his new wife was ill.
Jeff and I went to check on her and found all
the symptoms of malaria. We gave them
money to go to the hospital but, instead, her
family burned a goat's horn onto her chest
and waited for it to suck the "mauvais
esprits" from her heart. She died a few days
later. Her family had not approved of the
marriage(she being from the Banda tribe,
he being Gbaya)and they accused Albert of
cursing her to death. Albert countered with
the fact that his wife's sister had visited only
days before the woman became sick; he
claimed it was the sister who made the
deadly curse. The day I left the country the
neighborhood "witch doctor" was going to
feed a secret potion to two dogs — one
assigned to Albert and one to his wife's sister. The person whose dog died would be
guilty.
The legal system is very difficult to
understand. Not only are people subject to
psychic traditions but they must also guard
against breaking concrete laws that seem to
be purposely numerous and ill-defined so
that only the police can interpret them.

dit

Children of C.A.R. are unaware ofthe country's 'misery index'

Jeff explained that everything in the
C.A.R. is negotiable. People enjoy discussing, bartering and trading. Almost nothing
for sale in the country has a set price. There
is virtually nothing that cannot be broken
into smaller units and sold at a cheaper
rate. For example, we could buy a can of
tomato paste or a spoonful, a whole onion or
just a wedge, a pack of cigarettes or only
one "baton." Nothing is wasted. Sardine tins
are turned into toys, and paper ripped from
used flour bags wraps bread bought in the
outdoor market. Clothes are not thrown
away until they fall off. People are poor, it is
true, but they can rely on one another when
times get really tough."Cadeaux"(gifts) are
handed out liberally.
t is harder for the American Peace
Corps volunteer to be happy in
i the C.A.R. Young men and women
are isolated from their friends and
families, many for the first time. Gone are
the familiar forms of entertainment such as
television, movies, concerts and lectures.
Unaccustomed to the food and water, they
are often sick. Yet, if he had known all this
before he joined, Jeff is certain he would
choose Africa again."Now I can say that I
lived on the Earth with a lot of other people
and notjust that I lived in America. I'll
remember what all this is like and I think
that will help me be what I consider a better
person."
The favorite pastime of the average
Peace Corps volunteer is reading mail. It
doesn't matter whose it is, either. Any news
from the U.S. is treasured. Jeff invites(begs)
his friends, acquaintances or total strangers
to write to him in Africa; letters can be
addressed to Jeff Matthews, Corps De La
Paix, B.P. 1080, Bangui, Central African
Republic.

1
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Beating
the Odds
Rice mathematician Mary Wheeler is gaining international recognition not onlyfor her research in scientific computation but as a role
modelfor American women in the sciences.
by Bill Noblitt
A career in math and science didn't come
easily to Mary Wheeler, professor of mathematical sciences at Rice. After all, few
women take an early interest in math and
manage to overcome the obstacles necessary to build a career. That,she notes, is an
unfortunate, scientific fact.
In subtle ways, women are sometimes
discouraged from pursuing math and science interests. Mary Wheeler knew this, but
her philosophy has always been "no guts, no
glory."
Wheeler became a scientist against the
odds. Today,she is internationally recognized for her work in scientific computations on problems arising from petroleum
reservoir engineering and hydrology. It took
years of hard work to achieve her goals, but
Wheeler had developed a stick-to-it attitude
as a child growing up in Cuero, Texas, population 6,000."I'm just like a bulldog," she
explains."I don't know the meaning of the
words'to give up.'
"There was no role model for me,and
I'm afraid that if things don't change there
may not be role models for other young
women scientists and mathematicians."
Wheeler did have the cards stacked on
her side in many respects, however. Her
parents drilled in her the same pioneering
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values their parents brought with them to
Cuero — rugged independence, intelligence
and a dogged pursuit of becoming the best
one can be, no matter what the odds.
They encouraged her math abilities and
saw early-on that she had a way with numbers. As a matter of fact, her parents broke
with tradition in rearing their daughter —
they nurtured her math prowess rather than
urging her to do something else with her
life. Studies have shown that female children are often discouraged from taking an
interest in math and science.
Wheeler's mother was principal of the
Cuero elementary school where she taught
for more than 40 years, and her father
worked on the Southern Pacific Railroad.
They instilled in her the importance of
overcoming the odds of growing up in a
small town with few opportunities, of striving to make the best of public education in
that small town and to leave when the time
came to pursue her interests.
"I was always at the top of my class,"
she recalls."My mother and father always
told me that if you were determined, you
can do it."
Growing up in that small, windswept
South Texas town,Wheeler wasn't frightened by risk or failure and pushed herself to
the limit academically in her high school,
soaking up whatever she could learn about a
variety of topics."Maybe I was just too

dumb to be scared," she says."I believe that
children who grow up in big cities like New
York and Houston don't have the drive and
determination that kids who come from a
small town do. Growing up in that environment, my belief was'so what if you fail?'
Then, you aren't really afraid to try."
Her mother and her mother's sisters all
had master's degrees, so Wheeler felt it
unheard-of not to go to college and at least
get a master's. So she traveled from Cuero,
Texas, to college in the big city — the University of Texas-Austin.

Wheeler's interest in numerical methods
was something of a numerical fluke. At UT
as an undergraduate, her roommate took a
course in scientific computations and
showed Wheeler some of her mathematical
problems."I thought those problems were
fascinating," she remembers."I just saw her
homework and thought, Wow,this is really
interesting." Her college career took off,
and she was hooked on math and computers from that point on.
At that time, computers were primitive
at best."The first computer I worked on was
the IBM 650," she says."We had to use
punched cards and be able to modify codes
in machine language. The IBM 650 equipment required a large air-conditioned room.
I now carry a faster machine with more
memory in my purse today."
It was Wheeler's drive and determination that led her to Rice for a doctoral
degree in scientific computations and to
work with professors Jim Douglas Jr. and
Henry Rachford. Both professors, along with
Dr. Donald Peaceman(now an adjunct professor at Rice), are the "fathers of modern
reservoir engineering."
Wheeler's pioneering traditions continued when she became the first woman to
receive her Ph.D. in mathematics at Rice.
She didn't stop there, however. After first
becoming an instructor at Rice, she later
went on to become Rice's first tenured professor of mathematical sciences. In that
time, her work in scientific computations
had made her an internationally recognized
scholar. She was the only woman scientist
to speak at three international applied
mathematics and engineering meetings in
Paris, London and Cambridge this year.
Her Rice office has two blackboards
that look something like a computer screen
filled with mathematical formulae. Coupled
with this method,she meticulously works
with numbers on her computer and the
supercomputer at Cray Research to come
up with solutions for modeling flow in

.•••

porous media. Her recent interest is in
groundwater pollution. This contamination
comes from such sources as improperly disposed toxic waste,leaking storage tanks and
seepage from polluted streams and ponds.
She and Clint Dawson, a Rice graduate student, have been developing mathematical
models for cleaning up such pollution. The
work has been greatly aided by collaboration with Rice Professor Phil Bedient in the
environmental science and engineering
department. He and a former graduate student at Rice, Robert Borden,formulated a
model that Dawson and Wheeler have used.
Through this method,scientists can
now create physical models of clean-up procedures in contaminated water. For example, if there is a gasoline tank leak that
Pollutes the groundwater, Wheeler uses
Computer graphics as a tool to understand
the physical model. Then,other engineers
and scientists working as a team use the
model to determine how much oxygen,
hydrogen peroxide or other chemical
should be injected to stimulate natural

microorganisms that can clean up the pollution. These microorganisms actually eat the
pollution as food.
Wheeler is also interested in using parallel computation to solve numerical problems. Using this method,several computers
work simultaneously on different aspects of
a single large problem. Once the computers
have solved their individual"subproblems," Wheeler and her colleagues
piece the information back together to solve
the larger problem. The groundwater
numerical model developed by Dawson and
Wheeler was put to work with such parallelism in mind.
Wheeler's colleagues recognize her
leadership in the scientific community.
"She's doing internationally significant
work,"says Roland Glowinski, an adjunct
professor in mathematical sciences at Rice
and Cullen Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Houston."Her work has been
applied to many energy-related problems,
including gas and oil pollution. She has
excellent spirit and lots of energy."
Rice University Mathematical Sciences
Professor William Symes agrees."She's one
of the major players in the world in her
mathematical field. Her international reputation and visibility are an asset to Rice."

•••

Wheeler's work — and her ability to serve
as a role model for other women in the sciences — has recently been recognized by
the National Science Foundation through a
grant as an NSF Visiting Fellow. The NSF
created the visiting professorship grant to
encourage women to advance in the sciences.
It's an issue that concerns Wheeler,
who wants to know why more American
women are not becoming mathematicians
and scientists and how they can get more
encouragement and support — encouragement to succeed in what heretofore has
been considered primarily a man's world.
"Breaking into this world is tough, but these
women should continue to do good work,
stick to the profession and be positive," she
says.
The winds of change have hit many
campuses over the last 20 years, and
although she has seen some subtle discrimination against women who have chosen
math or science as a career, Wheeler has
great hope for the future."The puzzling
thing about all this is that these are talented
professionals who do not want something
because they happen to also be women.
They just want what they earn."
Wheeler also notes that women in the
science and math professions are not as
Photo by

mobile as their male counterparts."I
attended a conference recently, and was
astonished at how many women either were
not married or were divorced," she says.
"One reason women scientists get frustrated
is because the husband's job becomes more
important than the wife's — for whatever
reason. Either the husband makes more, or
he's more established in his profession. It
becomes very complicated for these talented women,and they often make the
choice not to pursue their careers."
In addition to advocating a more active
role for women in the sciences, Wheeler is
also fighting the popular image of women
scientists — the stereotypical woman mathematician wearing thick glasses, no jewelry,
no makeup and clunky shoes."I've heard
people physically describe women scientists
as,'Oh,she's just a typical-looking mathematician.' My question is,'What does a typical woman mathematician look like?' These
are the kinds of stereotypes that hurt the
profession. A young woman thinking about
science might say,'I don't want to be a
woman in the sciences and become like
that." In addition, she notes that some
women scientists and mathematicians
might fit the stereotype because they
believe other professionals will not treat
them seriously if they look and dress attractively.
Wheeler breaks the image herself. She's
attractive and confident in her abilities as a
scientist and active researcher. And as far
as being there for her daughter, also named
Mary Wheeler and currently a Rice student,
Wheeler recalls a comment the younger
Mary made to her:"Mom, you weren't home
to make me cookies. But cookies aren't
good for me anyway."
Right now, Wheeler couldn't be happier
— unless, of course, she could do it all over
again."I'd love to be in my early 20s and
start all over again. The opportunities are
fantastic for the women who will stick to it.
"They're going to have an exciting
future."

Tom,
Y Lavergne
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The Rice Engineering Alumni presented their annual Outstanding Engineering Alumnus award this year to I.A. Naman
'38. The Friends of Fondren presented their annual award to
Tom and Pam Smith '51/'55.

Strengthening Rice bonds
Hugh McKean '22 and R.T. Wilbanks'27
strolled through the Ley Student Center
early Friday morning, Oct. 23, comparing
notes. For both of them,it was only the second trip back to the Rice campus since
graduation. Their last visits had been in the
1950s, and a lot had changed.
"I used to cut up frogs for Susie Fondren in biology lab," Wilbanks recalled.
"When we'd need extra frogs — or mosquitos — we'd just go out there where the stadium is and get them. We called it'William
Rice's Marsh.'"
McKean was looking forward to the
next day's football game against Texas A&M.
"I played fullback for the 1921 Owls, and we
beat Texas A8(14 on Armistice Day," he
laughed, eyes twinkling."The only other
trip I've made to Rice since graduation was
in the 1950s for homecoming,and we beat
the Aggies that day, too." McKean was also
captain of the 1922 Rice basketball team.
He didn't see the Owls beat the Aggies
this year, but he and his fellow alumni
stayed busy bringing back memories,seeing
old friends and finding common bonds with
new ones. For more than 700 Rice alumni
attending homecoming festivities at the university on Oct. 23-24, there were plenty of
memories and friendships to go around.

Friends ofFondren honorees Pam and Tom Smith

Attendance for homecoming totaled around 700. Some 400
people attended the luncheon at the RMC on Saturday while,
across campus,200 Young Alumni enjoyed a less-formal picnic. Crowds gathered for class reunions, including the
Golden Anniversary Class of 1937 and the classes of 1927,
1932, 1942, 1947, 1952, 1957, 1962, 1967, 1972, 1977 and
1982. Good attendance was also reported for the reunions of
the MOB and the Rice cheerleaders, and for the alumni basketball game.

pr".1
1 ,1'

Carolyn Douglas Devine '52(L)ofHouston
and Sarah Anne Luger Lacey '55 ofDallas.

Lee Rosenthal, Walter McReynolds, Bobbie Bayless and Jane
Jordan were in charge of the tennis tournament, which was
moved to the City Club because of inclement weather. Joining 15 other participants were the six pairs of winners in the
"King of the Hill" competition. Pat Hogan and Walter McReynolds knocked off engineering dean David Hellums and Bobbie Bayless to take first-flight honors. Other winners were:
Francisco Escobar and Nancy Mafrige(second); Dorothy
Watkin and Greg Peters (third); Bill Thomson and Mark
Much (fourth); John Wallace and Jeff Hart(fifth); and Kurt
Michel and Evelyn Murphy(sixth).

3.

Natalie Carlisle Kerr '27 ofHouston

Winfield Cook '37 presents class scholarship to Rice President George Rupp

G
;
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The alumni baseball game was rained out and has been
rescheduled for Feb. 6. For more information, contact Mike
Horn at(713)784-3600.

9.•

Barry W. Talbot '32 ofKettering, Ohio

Return of the Rice cheerkwlers

ARA President Bill Merriman (L) presents
Gold Medal to Ralph O'Connor

Alumni gathered for the convocation on Saturday morning
were treated to a short overview of Rice's past from history
professor John Boles '65. Also at the convocation, Ted Law
(represented by Rice Vice President for Administration W.W.
Akers)and Ralph O'Connor were presented with Gold
Medals, and 1937 Scholarship Chair Winfield Cook presented Rice President George Rupp a check for $303,000 in
scholarship funds. Scholarship recipients Melanie Mitchell,
Julie Gilchrist, Kevin Magee and Todd Torczon were on hand
as well.

Jones College student Jose Figueroa took first place in the
Lovett 5K Fun Run, with Gilbert King '73 taking second and
Lovett student Ivan Selesnick third.

Anne Sharnblin

-

LA. Naman '38, Outstanding Engineering Alumnus

Radii° '62 ofHouston

1937 Class President Cornelius'Connie' Ryan
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The
Last
Lesson
Aliibute to
Charles Garside Jr.
by Gary Hornberger '70

Illustration by George Bacali
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T

hree days earlier, I'd had my ninth operation in 10 months. So it was from a walker
that I looked up the six stairs that presented
a seemingly impossible barrier separating
me from the crowd of friends singing
"Onward, Christian Soldiers" at the funeral
of Charles Garside Jr.
Twenty years earlier as a freshman history student, I met this man who became
my great friend and mentor. At the time, I
assumed he was a graduate student, with his
tarnished yellow socks and soiled tennis
shoes. The clearly enunciated words in
what seemed to me to be a most upper-class
accent told me he certainly wasn't from
Texas and was most likely British.

At the time,Iassumed he was
a graduate student, with his
tarnished yellow socks and
soiled tennis shoes.

No, this was an American, a product of
the "Eastern Establishment" — The Phillips
Exeter Academy, Princeton, Columbia and,
finally, Yale. It was here at Rice, though,
that Charles Garside found home and family, a place that allowed him to pour out his
talents and love on students and the institution that served them.
His resume is filled with the obligatory
professional association memberships and
participation in various academic societies,
including the presidency of the American
Society for Reformation Research.
Speeches were made to learned assemblies
and articles were published in scholarly
journals and, yes, there was the book,
Zwingli and the Arts.
After his death, I read the latter and
through the lines came the recollection of
the excruciating care that he took in preparing each of his lectures — each word of each
sentence of his lectures. Those spoken
words were his greatest gift to Rice, lavished
on 20 years of grateful, enthralled students.
On many a Saturday and Sunday afternoon I dropped by Fondren Library to find
Charles on the fourth floor sweating away,
frequently
tan trench having removed the ever-present
coat, puffing unfiltered Camels,

Those spoken words were his
greatest gift to Rice, lavished
on 20years ofgrateful,
enthralled students.

agonizing away the weekend in fresh
research on a subject over which he had
total command,struggling for just the right
words.
The lecture, dramatically — sometimes
even pompously — delivered, enraptured
his audience. It was his art, his medium, the
showcase for the display of what one student termed his pedagogical charisma.
Those carefully chosen,spoken words
swept students into the world of the 16th
century. For a time, extending perhaps 90
minutes beyond the class period, you
walked the streets of Zurich or Geneva during the Reformation. A seemingly minor
point in history assumed crucial importance as the world about it came alive. We
were led to understand that world, in order
to share with Charles the significance of
that point.
The students were the center of his life
to the degree of selfless, total absorption.
The lecture podium was the stage upon
which he presented his lovingly prepared
gift to them. His excitement for his subject
and for the learning process as a whole was
infectious, inciting the same passions in his
students.
The love Charles gave his students was
returned in their devotion to him. From
1973 to 1983 he was awarded five George R.
Brown awards and in the last semester in
which he taught, wracked by illness, he
received the highest marks on his students'
course evaluations.

The students were the center
ofhis life to the degree ofselfless, total absorption. The
lecture podium was the stage
upon which he presented his
lovingly prepared gift to
them.

I

utive associate of Baker College, he
immersed himself even more deeply in the
lives of his students. My early recollections
of Rice include hours spent crammed into
the tiny Baker College office where Charles
held court in the afternoons. Lengthy
debates were held on subjects ranging from
ontological realities to matters of absolutely
no importance whatsoever. The latter were
subjected to the same methods used in his
lectures and were pontificated upon in that
ever-so-eloquent style that bordered on the
pompous. The coffee, the humor,the
excitement of those Socratic adventures
enabled many of us to forge into the rest
of the afternoon with renewed vigor and
dedication.
Ultimately, the clouds of smoke from
the ever-present unfiltered Camels, the godlike tone, the elitist mentality drove some
Bakerites to desperate measures. One day a
sign appeared in the office urging that gifts
of cash be placed in a large tennis shoe on
Jane Butler's(the secretary) desk. The proceeds were dedicated to the purchase, for
Charles, of a one-way bus ticket to Cleburne, Texas — about as far from Yale as a
preppy could get.
While lunchtime always found Charles
in the Baker Commons surrounded by his
students and colleagues, upon the select few
— his favorites, and Charles did have his
favorites — was bestowed the ultimate
honor, dinner Chez Garside. The Parklane
of the '70s exuded faded gentility. It was
close to his true home, Rice, and provided
an acceptable setting for the many fine
antiques acquired with the superb eye of his
mother.
One arrived to find Charles in the
kitchen, sweating into the frayed, light-blue
broadcloth shirt and the ancient khaki
pants(which one hoped had been washed at
least once during one's stay at Rice). Those
meals would have been treasured by the
editors of Gourmet, but the greatest treat
was the chance for a lively exchange with
the man one student likened to a combination of Falstaff, Santa Claus and Pickwick.
For an entire evening of fine food, in the
company of a few of your fellows, the challenging mind, the humor, the charm — all
in concentrate — were yours. Even if you
were trapped in the silent agony of watching
a freshman curling his shoes around the
splat of one of the set of signed Hitchcock
chairs upon which we sat, you loved it. You
knew that this was a time to be cherished
for the rest of your life. As Charles would
put it, these were "perfectly marvelous"

t was in the late '60s and in the '70s that
Charles really hit his stride, involving himself in every facet of academic life. As exec-
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experiences in "absolutely delightful
surroundings."

Those meals would have been
treasured by the editors of
Gourmet, but the greatest
treat was the chancefor a
lively exchange with the man
one student likened to a combination ofFalstaff, Santa
Claus and Pickwick.

One student said of Charles Garside
that"he is a model of what a good lecturer,
teacher and friend should be." A review of
some 15 years of his course evaluations provides ample evidence that he strove to be
such a model."The best teacher,""the best
course in four years,""exciting,""captivating,""magnificent teacher,""fascinating" —
year after year,such words of praise were
repeated with astonishing regularity.

L

ike all of us, Charles failed at perfection,
even for his beloved students. He invested
so much in his lectures that he had little
patience with those who either could not, or
were unprepared to,follow them. His
response to such a student's comments,
questions or papers could be a simply devastating stare of incredulity, a withering display of temper or acid criticism. The decline
of his health in the last six years exacerbated this impatience, and those unwilling
to return his devotion with excellence
learned to avoid him while others queued
for admission to his courses and seminars.
For more than 20 years I had managed,
with great care, to avoid the Garside wrath.
But to make our friendship more complete I
"got mine"two weeks before he died — just
once,so that I might know this side of the
man. Within days, I received the finely
scripted apology.
In that letter, he agonized over the limitations diabetes had placed on him and he
expressed the fears he had for his future. As
always, the superintending factors were
Rice and its students."I am so deeply committed now to a group of students who want
to take my courses next year that I could
not in conscience turn my back on them...
One of the ghastly patterns of thought
with which I am now daily enshrouded is
the consciousness that I have not done
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enough for my students, my friends and my
family." In Houston,this triumverate meant
Rice University.
In one of our last visits we discussed
how I might help one of his favorite students, now an attorney, a mutual friend,
through a difficult time in his personal life.
Charles told me to "force" his reinvolvement in a charity for which we both worked.
I took my marching orders, and his plan
worked beautifully.
In the course of the visit I asked if
Charles had ever "done his will." He apparently had little material wealth but, in
Texas, dying intestate can be costly even if
you are poor. Yes, our lawyer friend had
prepared it."Hmmm,"I pondered,gazing
about the room at one lovely antique after
another."Do I get anything?"
Charles boomed back,"Yes, Gary lad,
you are mentioned."
"Dr. Garside," I exhorted."I didn't ask
if I was mentioned. I want to know if I get
anything."
Charles laughed sufficiently to excite
the cough for which heavy smokers seem to
strive. Again, while he chortled, I began my
visual examination of the room."You know,
that's quite a fine little table..."
It was the love he had for his students that
drove Charles to the last. He went to class in
surgical boots, casts, walkers and,finally,
without his legs. But he always arrived with
a comprehensive lecture filled with those
painstakingly chosen and beautifully spoken words. The love the students returned
was the only sustenance he valued and it
was his to the end.

The love the students
returned was the only sustenance he valued and it was
his to the end.

By the spring, I had returned to Houston after months of surgery and rehabilitation, still unsure that I could keep my left
leg. By then, Charles had lost both of his.
The humor was still there, though, as was
the overwhelming commitment to Rice University and his students. It was an ironic
privilege to have been able to tell him that
the example of his last years, his continued

struggle for excellence in the face of so
much pain and physical handicap, had provided me such challenge and guidance. I
told him of my frequent and serious
thought:"If Charles can do it, so can I."

He went to class in surgical
boots, coats, walkers and,
finally, without his legs.

So it was a particularly poignant
moment for me to gaze up from my own
walker at the six steps leading into Palmer
Memorial Church and the funeral of my
friend.
In a moment, Rod McIntosh, master of
Baker College, Bob Patten of the English
department and several of Charles'"favorites" appeared at the door and carried me in
to the last strains of"Onward, Christian
Soldiers."
Farewell, good friend. Thank you from
all of us.

Gary Hornberger is a resident ofHouston,
where he serves as president ofHornberger
Bros. Properties Inc., president ofthe Houston Food Bank and president ofthe board
of trustees ofthe Chinquapin School. He is
a community associate ofBaker College.
Students andfriends have initiated the
Charles Garside Jr. Memorial Fund in History to benefit students who distinguish
themselves in that discipline. Information
regarding thefund, which currently stands
at more than $37,500, may be obtained
from the Rice Development Office, P.O. Box
1892,Houston, TX 77251.

Hoot
Couture
by Erin Blair 'SS

In the culture ofcool, are Rice
students really the `uncoolese
ofall? An annual Roper Poll
says 'yes.'Rice students beg to
differ, sort of.
Photos by Tommy LaVergne

•
I

bought a suit the other day, a
very nice one: black wool in a
Classic style, with a white cotton pin-tucked blouse, a pair of
black leather high-heeled
Pumps, a matching(and sensible) purse, stockings, clips to
Pin my hair back,some mascara and lipstick. My list of
Purchases might not seem terribly significant, but at Rice
owning an interview suit indicates that you are at least
thinking of putting aside child-

Wiess College senior Charlotte Sum, Cora/ Springs, Fla.

ish ways (if you don't get into
grad school, that is). It shows
some thought about taking
your place in the world of professionals, where your colleagues never wear shorts and
tee-shirts to work or go barefoot into the boss's office, backpack slung over one shoulder,
to present a major proposal.

C

lothes are invested with
great symbolic meaning here.
Students make snap decisions
on the worthiness of others
based solely on what they
wear. Woe betide you if your
tastes run to dark socks with
your shorts or pocket protectors to keep your pens from
spewing on your polyester
shirts, for you are automatically dubbed a Fashion Outcast
and are excluded from being an
English, sociology or art major.

S

o you can perhaps understand how distressed we Slaves
of Fashion were when a local
paper ran a story claiming that
Rice University had flunked
the "fashion report card."
Many of us immediately cancelled our subscriptions to the

Jones Collegefreshman Stephen Sain, Prairie Village, Kan.

paper and began referring to it
as "that rag," but the truth still
hurt.

A

h, the keen sense of
shame — never again to saunter into Benetton in the Village
and use my Rice I.D. to validate a check for a fabulous ohso-trendy sweater for fear the
clerk will laugh in my face and
say,"We don't cater to your
type here; we do have our
standards, you know." For, of
course, the word is out that
Rice made a 4.3 out of 10 in
the Annual Collegiate Fashion
and Culture Poll conducted by
the Roper Organization.

O

ut of the 25 universities
surveyed, Miami of Ohio gave
itself the highest rating, an 8.5,
but we know they're just a
snooty Midwestern liberal arts
school that no doubt gives college credit for never wearing
the same outfit twice. Closer to
home,the University of Texas
got a 6.8 on account of their
sorority-fraternity system and
state scholarships for the
stylish-but-needy.

T

hese institutions you can
rationalize away; the Massa-

Jones College senior Carole Landisman,Plano, Texas

r

chusetts Institute of Technology is something else. Brace
yourself: MIT scored higher
than Rice. MIT — the home of
computer geeks and hardcore
science and engineering types.
You can't tell me they don't
have a higher proliferation of
pocket protectors than Rice
does.

T

he Roper Organization
poll doesn't sound too legitimate to me. They probably
only polled a few students
hanging around the Mudd
Building while the mainframe
was down.

R

J eally, Rice is a very
fashion-conscious place, with a
good cross-section of all the
major trends in clothes over
the last, say,80 years. There is
an emphasis on whatever was
popular our freshman year in
high school, when we last had
disposable income for such frivolities. We just aren't ostentatious about what we wear —
it's not our style.

r

show school loyalty
and to prove we aren't just on
campus to walk our dogs, we

•
Lovett Collegefreshman Eric Steinert, Palatine, Ill.

A

wear the Rice uniform: everyone has at least one college teeshirt celebrating the spring rite
of Beer-Bike, or a cultural
Baker Shakespeare play, or a
truly awesome Night of Decadence at Wiess. I know several
people who have built their
entire wardrobe around these
homemade shirts and shorts or
jeans, depending on the season.

B

ut generally, these fashion basics are augmented by a
spectrum of garments adorning
Rice bodies:

T

he Fashionably Up-tothe-Minute Look,encompassing all our favorite ready-towear labels (especially Esprit,
Benetton, Genera, The Limited, etc.) and miniskirts;

T

he All-Around Sporty
Look,featuring gimmee caps,
team shirts, sweats, full body
casts and exotic action footwear;

T

he Goodwill-Purple
Heart-Salvation Army-Thrift
Shop-Beatnik Look, bringing
back those big, beloved,

Brown Collegefreshman Amber Wong, Houston

broken-in (pre-worn)shirts
and jeans and the occasional
spangled evening gown, circa
1940;

T

he Tie-Dyed, PeaceChild Look,incorporating the
joy of creating your own individual clothes with the smug
satisfaction of knowing you're
politically correct;

A

nd,last(but you must
notice it, dahling, or I'll just
die), the Moody Artist-Punk
Look, presenting everything
black, leather, metallic, beaded
and subtly expensive that says
you're someone special — or
maybe just an architecture
major.

D

r

V.

ifferent values of the
spectrum are by no means
mutually exclusive. Indeed, I
have many times seen a representative sample of all the
styles displayed on one student, who was usually undergoing a personality crisis at the
time. There are even a few
fashion accessories common to
all:

•
A

Hanszen College senior George Sun, Houston

A

ncient sneakers of indiscriminate color and frayed
laces, bought in high school;

T

he class ring, enjoying a
resurgence in popularity with
the new conservatism (jobless
humanities graduates also realize they can pawn it for cash),
often accompanied by an
engagement ring, popular for
the same reasons;

A

nd the trusty backpackbookbag-rucksack, containing
all your worldly possessions
(and, it is hoped, the paper due
next hour), always carried
jauntily over one shoulder —
two is uncool unless you're riding a bike.

I

he aforementioned business suit is a necessary evil for
most seniors and at this time of
the year it is not unusual to see
whole flocks of gray-, navyand black-suited, very serious
people clutching resumes and
headed for certain death-byinterview in the student center. If this is a fashion state-

•
ar
°It'll College sophomore Amanda Sullivan, Shawnee Mission, Kan.

ment, it is a negative one at
best.

B

y far the most appropriate style seen at Rice, though,
is bare feet. They go with anything, they feel great when
you're sitting under a tree pretending to study in the crisp
autumn air and, what really
appeals to us all, they're great
for flaunting the carefree student life to the tragic, shod professionals that come our way,
asking us silly questions about
our fashion I.Q.
Erin Blair is a senior majoring
in sociology. The Kingwood,
Texas, native is often seen on
campus sporting shorts, teeshirt, barefeet and a backpack jauntily slung over one
shoulder.

•

Brown Collegejunior Sanaa Rana, Weslaco, Texas

Sports
Setting Goals
for Hoops
Scott Thompson is a man with a
mission.
Thompson,first-year coach of
the Rice Owls, has dedicated himself to improving the level of basketball played at the university, as well
as creating more popular interest.

he Owls'Scott Thompson

"We are extremely pleased that
Scott has accepted our offer to lead
the comeback of our men's basketball program,"said Rice athletic
director Jerry Berndt after hiring
Thompson on March 16, 1987."We
think he's the man to lead Rice basketball to the top in the Southwest
Conference."
At 33 years of age, Thompson is
the youngest coach in the SWC,but
he is no stranger to winning programs. He played important coaching roles while helping mold championship programs at Notre Dame,
Iowa and Arizona.
Thompson believes his previous experiences easily compare
with the program at Rice, and will
make his transition a smooth and
natural one.
"Rice reminds me a lot of the
University of Notre Dame in that it's
a small, private school, and it's a
very special school because not
everyone can get in," Thompson
says."Rice is very attractive
because it offers a fabulous education.

"The program also reminds me
of the situation we first encountered
at the University of Arizona. The
program was struggling, but we
recruited good athletes, established
the program, and eventually won
the Pac-10 championship."
Thompson's style of coaching is
hardworking, enthusiastic and driving. His teams will likely exemplify
these characteristics in their style of
play.
"We want to create excitement
so people will want to come to Rice
because it plays good basketball,"
Thompson says."We want to get
basketball enthusiasm on a par with
the academic enthusiasm that
already exists here. I think there are
a lot of young people who are Ricetype players, and are looking for a
place like Rice to go to school."
Thompson was an assistant
coach at Iowa and Arizona under
Lute Olson for the past seven seasons before joining the Owls.
Thompson started his coaching
career with a four-year stint at
Notre Dame under Digger Phelps,
during which time the Irish earned
a Final Four berth in 1978.
In 1980, Thompson returned to
Iowa and helped the Hawkeyes to
three NCAA tournament appearances in his three seasons at Iowa
City. He accompanied Olson to the
University of Arizona when Olson
went West for the 1983-84 season.
At Arizona, Thompson was the
top assistant under Olson. The
Wildcats participated in the NCAA
tournament during the past three
seasons, and won their first Pac-10
championship in 1985-86.
Coming to Rice, Thompson
faces a team trying to rebound from
their 8-19 record of last season.
The Owls will return all but two
players from last year's team, but
will look to Thompson, the newcomer, to provide the leadership
vital to a winning season.
"We don't have specific goals as
to what will define our success this
season," Thompson says."I can tell
you that we're going to play hard,
tough, exciting basketball."
"If we can play the brand of
basketball that we're capable of
playing, we may not win them all
but we're going to play exciting
games and we're going to win our
share."
Thompson's Owls open their
1987-88 season on Friday, Nov. 27,
in a 7:35 p.m. game against San
Diego at Autry Court.

Owls close season
The Rice Owls will end what can
only be described as a disappointing
second season for Coach Jerry
Berndt when they face the Houston
Cougars Nov. 28 at Rice Stadium.
At press time, the Owls were 27 on the season and 0-4 in conference play after falling to Arkansas in
a home game on Oct. 31.

Hall of Famers inducted
Four new members of the Rice Athletic Hall of Fame and two special
honorees were recognized in ceremonies Oct. 29.
Inducted into the Hall of Fame,
Rice's highest ranking for athletic
achievement, were: A.M."Red"
Bale, a guard on Rice's 1934 SWC
title team and retired athletic director; Calvin Bell, a SWC track and
field champion in the 1930s; Don
Suman,a former Owl star who also
served as head basketball coach for
10 years in the 1950s; and James
Sykes, an Owl grid star who
recently completed 10 years of professional football in the NFL and
Canadian Leagues.
Also honored were Lewis Harpold, a Houston attorney and guard
on the 1953 SWC championship
team, who received the coveted
"Distinguished R Man"award,and
Houston businessman Ted Law,
who was honored as 1987's "Honorary R Man." Law also received one
of two Gold Medals awarded by the
Association of Rice Alumni for
1987.

'Hoopla'planned
The Rice Athletic Department and
the athletic committee of the Association of Rice Alumni are planning
"Basketball Hoopla"for the Wednesday, Dec. 2,game against Mississippi State at Autry Court.
For more information about the
special evening, contact the alumni
office at(713)527-4057.

Memorial Fund
established for Crumpton
Friends and members of recent
cheerleading squads have founded a
scholarship to honor Tom Crumpton, a former Rice cheerleader
(class of 1986)who was killed in an
automobile accident shortly after
graduation.
For further information about
the scholarship, please contact the
Rice development office, P.O. Box
1892, Houston, TX 77251.
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For
Rice's
Honor
Luce
Foundation
Extends Grant
The Henry Luce Foundation has
added $270,000 to its ongoing support of Rice University's Henry R.
Luce Professorship in Engineering
Psychology, President George Rupp
announced recently.
This new three-year commitment by the New York-based foundation extends its original 1984
grant of $300,000 and entails an
immediate increase in the level of
funding of the Henry R. Luce Professorship from $75,000 to $90,000
per year.
Henry Luce HI, president of the
foundation, said the increase was
authorized "to provide support that
more accurately reflects the true
cost of the professorship and to provide for expanded ancillary activities."
He added that the Luce Foundation's action "represents very
clearly the admiration we feel for
the manner" in which Rice's engineering psychology program has
developed.
In welcoming the extended
funding, Rupp said,"We are most
grateful to the Luce Foundation for
its continuing interest in our engineering psychology research. This
interest, expressed as it is in tangible support, goes to the very heart
of our program, which centers on
the human factors that are at the
root of all our industrial and technical developments."
Kenneth R. Laughery, chair of
Rice's psychology department, has
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held the Luce professorship since
its inception in 1984 and is continuing in that position. Laughery is a
nationally recognized authority on
engineering psychology, including
such areas as warning labels on various consumer items and the development of improved safety measures in the work place.
The variety and scope of
Laughery's work is exemplified by
such diverse projects as developing
guidelines for owner's manuals for
General Motors and starting a study
of the problems and challenges
inherent in the nation's aging
workforce.
Laughery's Rice University
graduates in engineering psychology
have all been able to secure rewarding positions of responsibility,
mostly in the private sector. His
Luce Professorship is the only
named chair in the country dedicated to engineering psychology.
Laughery,52, was named to his
present post in 1984. A native of
Rowes Run, Pa., Laughery received
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from
Carnegie-Mellon University between
1957 and 1961.

Luce Professor Kenneth Laugher),

Giving Clubs Enroll New Donors
The Founder's Club and President's Club were established in the fall of 1970 as a means of bringing together alumni, parents and friends who give substantial support for Rice's current operations. Membership is on an annual basis (July 1
through June 30)and includes the individual and his or her spouse. Names listed below are first-time members from July
1 through October 31, 1987.
Founder's Club
Dr. Henry F. Dunlap '38
Margaret L. Dunlap'38
Patrick F. McGowan '62
Janet Reynolds Tydlaska '62
Tricia N. McGowan '63
Dr. Benjamin F. Bailar
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Bushkuhl
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Erik Gustafson
Dr. Louise C. Moorhead
Joe H. Tydlaska

President's Club
Mary Virginia Underwood '27
Thos. E. Haner '34
William W. Wallace Jr.'35
Carol Haner '36
Jerome J. Segal'37
Kathleen Carr Kilian '38
Jane Wingate Wright'38
John D. Walters '39
J.J. Dodson Jr.'40
Clarence L. Saunders Jr.'42
Peggy Johnston Gibbons'43
Joseph H. Crosthwait'44
H. Curt Mueller'44

Dr. Royal W. Randall Jr.'44
Evelyn Burke Anderson '46
Donald L. Anderson '48
Dr. Eck G.Prudhomme'49
Marguerite Randall'50
Edgar W. Robbins III '50
Carolyn Suzanne Colquitt'52
Ann Irving Cruikshank '52
David A. Dreselly '52
G.E. Leonardon '53
Richard D. Karig '54
Carol Smith Standish '54
Bob Smith '56
June Temple Levy '57
Clayton D. Williams '57
Jesse D. Smith '59
Patricia Balacek '62
Mel Berman '62
John B. Bonds'62
Roland W. Burris'62
Goerge A. Fisk'62
Jorge Hankamer'62
Joan Helen Laue'62
J. Scott Morris '62
Judy Nelson '62
John H. Pendergrass'62
James R. Pool '62

Dr. Jack Lester Schwade'62
Melanie Smith '62
George Spence'62
Anne W. Morris'63
Dr. Thomas Edward Rader'63
Dr. Jack Gray Beaird Jr.'65
Jean Thomas Meaney '65
Barbara Barrow Spence '65
Margaret S. Menzin '66
Richard Bruce Wesley '67
Gene Hinyard Jr.'69
Dr. Richard Doyle Smith '70
Robert A. Stalker Jr.'70
James Michael Williams'71
Robert Charles Mendelson '72
Jim H. Hays'73
Laura D. Hays'73
Dr. Melba Lewis Malsky '73
Dr. William David Smith '73
Dr. Robert Louis Trapasso'73
L. Scott Hochberg'75
David J. Monyak '75
Lynn E. Musgraves '76
Robert E. Musgraves '76
Darrah Phillip Smith '76
Anders M.Johansson '77
James I. Chang'78

John D. Cogan '78
Kirk E. Heyne'78
Mark Edward Brennan '79
Dr. Dana Wynette Bryant'79
David C. Black'80
Marion Evette Chassion '80
Dr. Laura Elizabeth Ferguson '80
Yuk W.Tsang'80
Phillip Temmons Baxley '81
Kevin James Harvey'81
Michael D. Phillipus '81
Jennifer L. Kraft'82
Arlette M. Molina '82
Charles W.Sandmann Jr.'82
Peter R. Brehm '83
James F. Donnell'83
Boyd Eric Gallatin '83
John Grady Cunyus'84
Dr. Linda Leavell '84
C. Elizabeth Plummer'84
Ann Krista Rosenwinkel'84
Juliana H. Brazile '85
James Wesley Medford '85
Nayla Muntassar'85
Don J. Tomasco Jr.'85
Robert Eric Brazile '86
Jack Coleman '86

William Bowman Holt'86
Patrick St. Aubyn Lyn '86
Stewart G. Masterson Jr.'86
Stephen Phillip Barrett'87
William C. Caccamise Jr.'87
Raymond Jesse Chaney '87
Pamela Louise Williams '87
Craig A. Anderson
Mostafa Banijamali
Jerry W. Claiborne
John W. Clark Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis H. Hahn
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hammond
Maria T. Leal De Martinez
Linda M. McNeil
William J. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Saterbak
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sternman
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stokes
Rose Sundin
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Welsh Jr.
Troy L. Wilson

I

Making
Contact
Those first steps on a career path
can be unsteady ones. To ease the
transition from school to the "real
world," a new program at Rice
unites alumni and students in a
kind of career
discovery network.

Neither a job placement service
nor an intern program, the Rice
Alumni Contact Service offers a
career-related experience," says
Carolyn Mata, assistant alumni
director and the program's coordinator. ACS is jointly sponsored by
the Association of Rice Alumni and
Rice's Career Planning & Placement
Office. The program, Mata says, can
benefit alumni by giving them a
Chance to serve as role models and
stay involved with Rice in a more
Personal way. Students can sharpen
their perceptions of careers they're
?onsidering and meet people workMg in those careers.
The program resulted from a
1983 student survey sponsored by
the student/alumni liaison committee, one of 12 committees set up by
the alumni association, and a subcommittee on "new ideas" that
sought additional ways alumni
Could benefit students. Bill Merri'
Ilan, 1985-86 chair of the committee(and current ARA president),
sPearheaded the effort to make the
concept a reality.

The program is off to a promising start, with more than 700
alumni in cities across the U.S. and
in about 40 occupational categories
volunteering to serve as short-term
"mentors" to students. About 80
students have signed up for the
service.
If nothing else, ACS shows students the diversity of careers to
which their majors can lead. By
looking through listings available in
the alumni office, categorized geographically, by occupation and by
major, students can uncover some
interesting facts.
Alumni who've offered their
help include a 1963 chemical engineering graduate who now trades
cocoa futures as a commodity purchasing manager for a well-known
candy conglomerate, a 1974 architecture graduate who is now a
Roman Catholic priest, a 1975
chemistry graduate, now a commercial airline pilot, a 1982 biology
major who is a reporter for a
national news magazine, a profess..
sional singer and teacher who
earned B.A.(1957)and M.A.(1960)
degrees in French, and a 1964
English graduate who now owns a
law firm.
Among prominent alumni who
have offered their assistance are
novelist/newspaper columnist David
Westheimer'37, a chemistry graduate, Hollywood actor Chester Hayes
'39, who majored in health & physical education, alumni governor Neal
T. Lacey '52, architecture, who
owns a design firm, and New York
film and stage director Peter Masterson '57, a history major.
Though Mata is still collecting
data from ACS contacts made so far,
"success stories" are already coming
in.
One comes from George Webb,
an electrical engineering major who
landed a summer job through the
service. Webb wanted to work in
New England so he checked the geographical listings and found about
12 engineering alumni to contact in
the Boston area. He wrote letters to
all of them and got an offer from one
and good responses from two others
who had no positions available at
the time but wanted to talk to him.
Webb worked with two Rice
alumni: Randy Hencke
'72, president of Analytyx Inc., a subsidiary
of Sanders-Lockheed,
and his associate,
Sterling Eanes '66.
He spent the summer testing different
parts used in com-

West Texas Owls Unite
More than 50 West Texas Owls gathered in Lubbock Oct. 17 for a party
before the Rice-Texas Tech football
game. The event, which drew Rice
graduates from 1935 to 1985, was
organized by Lee Ruth Krieg'65 and
Monty Strauss '67, both of Lubbock.
The crowd also had the opportunity to meet Rice's Vice President
for External Affairs Kent Dove,as
well as members of the athletic
department staff, including Bobby
May,Jim Harris, Jim Castaneda and
Steve Moniachi. George and Elaine
Miner and A.M."Red" and Roberta
Bale also traveled to Lubbock for
the party and the game.

RAID Dances

Dawn

Members of the Rice Alumni in Dallas(RAID)area club were planning
an evening of dinner and dancing
Nov.6 at Harper's Corner Restaurant atop the Dallas Hilton. Harry
Hoover was in charge of planning
the event.

Waco Owls Plan Brunch
puters that go on satellites for the
U.S. Navy.
Rice is not the first university
to offer a career assistance program.
Universities across the country have
been involved for years in establishing similar programs. Iowa State
University and Smith College,for
example,set up their career/contact
programs during the last decade.
Iowa State and Swarthmore also
have "extern" programs that provide short-term placement of students with alumni sponsors for no
credit or pay.
For Rice's future, Mata envisions more cooperative efforts
between the placement office, the
Joint Ventures intern program and
the student advising office.
The Alumni Contact Service is
only one source of a person's whole
career plan, Mata says. But in
today's tight labor market,she
believes students should maximize
the odds by using all the resources
available to them.
— Maggi Stewart

Rice alumni in the Waco area are
planning a pregame brunch before
the Rice-Baylor outing on Feb. 14.
The brunch is planned for 11 a.m.-1
p.m. at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Milford Bunn Jr.
For more information, contact
Bunn at(817)776-2792.

SWC Comes to Chicago
Alumni of Southwest Conference
schools living in the Chicago area
will band together Nov. 20 for
"Jukebox Saturday Night." From
5:30-7:30 p.m., SWC alumni will
gather for free pizza and music($5
contribution)at Jukebox, 2251 N.
Lincoln Ave.
Rice's contact for the event is
Cindy McCabe,(312)690-7429.

Program to Honor Rice
Authors
The Friends of Fondren and the
Association of Rice Alumni are planning a program on Jan. 13, 1988, to
honor faculty, staff and alumni who
have had books published in 198687.
The event is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. in the Farnsworth Room. All
authors will be invited to sign their
books.
For further information, contact Mary Lou Margrave at(713)
621-1266 or Betty Charles at(713)
527-4022.
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John W.Sylvester is again serving as class chair. He worked for
Exxon for 36 years before retiring
and becoming director of the
United Way in Baytown, Texas. He
and his wife, the former Lillian
Lewis, have two children: a daughter, Elizabeth Mashburn, a graduate of the University of Texas, and
a son,John Sylvester Jr., a 1964
graduate of Rice.

Frances has been an active member of the Society of Rice University Women and is on the board,
as well as serving as president of
the 80-year-old College Women's
Club. She is also a regent of the
Daughters of American Colonists,
which has led her to research
genealogy at the Clayton Library.

'49
Class Recorder:
Mary Lou Douglas
5331 S. Kimback
Chicago, IL 60637
(312)752-1186

'37
'29
Class Recorder:
Beverly Van Zandt
218 Shoreacres Blvd.
La Porte, TX 77571
(713)571-0827

'31
Class Recorder:
George Blocher
9478 Briar Forest
Houston, TX 77063
(713)780-0566

'32
Class Recorder:
Chris Hoover
5318 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston, TX 77056
(713)621-5318
Christine Pope Hoover, class
recorder, writes:"The class of
1932 celebrated its 55th reunion
with a luncheon Oct. 23 in the
Farnsworth Room of the Ley Student Center. Marshall Robertson
did an excellent job planning the
lunch, aided by her committee,
Genevieve Demme,Ralph
Wilson, Lucille and Tom
McCleary, and Chris Hoover. As
permanent vice president of the
class, Evelyn Studdert Flick welcomed the guests. Bill Hudspeth
was unable to attend. A good number of the guests came from out of
state and out of town. Gwen
Dwyer Pingrey and Helen Forester drove over from Port Arthur;
Morgan Jones came in from Abilene; Charles"Red"Mims was up
from Mission. Also at the luncheon
were Nelda Reichert Lawrence,
who lives in Kerrville across the
street from Jimmy Younts;
"Scotty"Sawyer from Santa
Rosa, Fla.; Barry Talbot from Kettering, Ohio; Martha Williams
Clark from Huntsville, Texas, and
Walter"Red"Williams from
Austin.

'33

third book published: Transcendence and Providence:Reflections
ofa Physicist and Priest. The
book is a collection of essays written by Pollard over a period of 30
years since he became an
ordained Episcopal priest.

'36
Class Recorder:

Mary B. Arnold
10714 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77042
Walter Appleby has retired from a
research career at Shell; he and
his wife, Helen Norris Appleby
'40 now live in Danville, Calif.
Their four sons live in California,
Africa and Chicago. Walter is writing a long poem on famous women
in history, inspired by artist Judy
Chicago's "Dinner Party."
Mary Arnold sends a collection of
memories of Rice from class of'36
alumni. Nancy Estill Black, who
is a member of the Literary Volunteers of America, remembers
friendships and a good education.
John R.Cook remembers driving
through the Sallyport on a late
date and Dr. Lovett, in his derby,
taking a stroll. Tony Hubly and
David Red say,"pushing peanuts
with my nose." Louise Nelson
McLure thinks back on how
entertaining Dr. Pattie's psychology classes were. Beulah Axelrod
Yellen remembers scrubbing the
Sallyport, dressed in an evening
gown and tennis shoes. Many others remember dances, winning the
conference football title in 1934
for the first time and the beauty of
the campus,especially the cape
Jasmine hedges that were always
in bloom at graduation.
Nanine Ferris Clark is endowing
a scholarship at Rice in her and
her late husband Jamie's name.
She has also sold her house in Baltimore and moved into a condominium closer to her daughter,
Carol, who is a hospital administrator, and her grandson. Her son,
Jim,an investments expert, lives
in New York but comes to Baltimore frequently.

Class Recorder:
Willie Mae Chapman Cole
2414 Chimney Rock
Houston, TX 77056
(713)782-9509

'34
Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77019
(713)524-4404
William G.Pollard,founder and
retired executive director of Oak
Ridge Associated Universities in
Oak Ridge, Tenn., has had his
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Leonard B.Johnson writes,"I've
stopped practicing medicine and
gone sailing."

Class Recorder:
Jane Rommel
504 Fairway Drive, Riverhill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(512)896-4310
A.Burke Haymes, a managing
partner of Haymes and Maedgen &
Co. of Houston, has been named
an honorary member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants(AICPA). In past
years he has been president of
both the Houston chapter and
Texas Society of CPAs, member of
the National Association of State
Boards of Public Accountancy,
and president of L'Alliance Francaise de Houston and the
Houston-Nice sister city program.
Mary Jane Hale Rommel,class
recorder for 1937, writes:"Homecoming,our class's big 50, was a
great affair! Mementos and letters
have been coming in from far and
near. A big thank you to Connie
Ryan and his committee, who
have taken the lead in planning.
Burke Haymes has handled the big
job of treasurer."

'38
Class Recorder:
Jane Stockton-Dunaway
415 Blalock Road
Houston, TX 77024
(713)465-7332
Woodie Alexander is grieving the
loss of his wife, Frankie, who died
on June 30 of this year. Woodie is
"practically retired" after running
his own architectural firm in
Houston for nearly 40 years. He
serves on the Rice alumni committee representing the class of
1938. His children have distinguished careers in various areas of
the country: his son, Steven R.
Alexander'67,a Rice graduate, is
director of pediatric clinic
nephrology at Southwestern Medical School's Dallas Children's Hospital. Another son, Timothy P.
Alexander, is an attorney who has
his own firm in the Portland, Ore.,
area. His daughter also earned a
Rice degree: Penelope Alexander
Bennett'73 is now a registered
nurse in Seattle, Wash., where she
lives with her husband,John Knox
Bennett, and children. John has
established his own computer
business and will receive his doctorate from the University of
Washington in a few months. The
Alexanders' third son, Andrew G.
Alexander, is currently working in
the electronic equipment business
in Seattle.
Frances Burrell Chenault and
her husband, Blewett Chenault
'40,celebrated their 47th wedding
anniversary in Paris this summer.
They then went to Cambridge to
study, attended Clare College and
lived in the dorm as part of a UTAustin education group program.
Frances studied English country
homes,taking day trips to visit
houses as far away as the North
Sea. Blewett studied archaeology,
which also involved day trips.

Al Poujol, president of the Houston chapter of the Texas Horseman's Association and owner of
race horses for 26 years, was
recently featured in a Houston
Post article about the statewide
referendum to legalize parimutuel
betting.

ing and Measures of Social Orientation." She plans to pursue a
career in industrial/organizational
psychology.

'55
Norman L. Lasser is project
director of a new six-year study,
"Dietary Intervention Study in
Children," which will focus on
means of persuading children to
adhere to a healthy diet for a
lower blood cholesterol level.

'56
Class Recorder:
Maureen Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston, TX 77019
(713)527-0444
(713)522-3705

George G. Hughes Jr., after
receiving his B.S. in electrical
engineering from Rice, went on to
earn an M.S. in mechanical engineering from Texas in 1949 and an
advanced management degree
from Harvard in 1960. He retired
in 1980 from a career with Exxon,
during which he worked on pipeline transportation projects. During World War II, he served in
England and Oklahoma, working
on aircraft. In 1942, he married
Melva Rhodes; they now have four
children and seven grandchildren.
Their son George III, a dermatologist, and their son Richard, a
mortgage loan officer, both live in
Houston. Their daughter Marlene
is a homemaker in Dallas; their
daughter Patti is an elementary
teacher in Houston.
Beth McDowell Turner has been
honored with a scholarship in her
name to Rice University, established by her former students at
Gordon Elementary School in Bellaire, Texas, their parents, and the
community. Beth was principal of
the school until she retired in
1983. At that time the community
celebrated her 32 years of service
and Channel 13 featured her
story. Recipients of the scholarship in her name must have
attended Gordon Elementary for
at least four years. Beth, who with
her husband, Max Turner,enjoys
travel, is currently touring the
Orient.

'42

'57
R.Edward Carter has been
appointed president and chief
executive officer of The Institute
for Rehabilitation and Research,
TIRR,in the Houston Medical
Center.

'50
Jim Douglas Jr., professor of
mathematics at the Purdue University School of Science, has
been named the Compere and
Marcella Loveless Distinguished
Professor of Computational
Mathematics.

'53
George Staten Jr. married Marjie
Darden Young of Fredericksburg,
Texas, on June 20, 1987. His oldest son, Gregory Gore Staten, is
currently a senior at Rice, temporarily not in school but still active
as a tuba player in the MOB,a
part-time disc jockey at KTRU and
a projectionist at the Rice Media
Center. His son James Burleson
Staten is a junior at North Texas
State University, majoring in
psychology.

Class Recorder:
Oscar Hibler
P.O. Box 27266
Houston, TX 77227
(713)621-7272

'58
Class Recorder:
Phyllis Walton
4233 Harpers Ferry Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205)870-0332

'44
Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Road
Houston, TX 77005
(713)529-2009
Delores Black Hooper, a science
teacher at Sharpstown High
School in Houston, recently participated in an intensive two-week
workshop in chemistry,sponsored
by Dow Chemical and the National
Science Teachers Association
(NSTA).

Class Recorder:
Dixie Sick Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77079
(713)468-5929
Class Recorder Dixie Leggett
thanks homecoming reunion chair
Anne Brown and committee,
entertainment chair Phil Shannon
and company, and all who
attended for"a wonderful time."
June Knolle Levy has spent seven
years as a staff psychotherapist at
the Institute of Family Psychiatry
in Houston;she recently took a
leave of absence, however, and
moved to Santa Fe, N.M., where
she is managing the remodeling
of a large estate purchased by
Houstonians. Her son, Brody
Neuenschwander, 29, has received
his Ph.D. in art history from London's Cortauld Institute, and is
now working with Donald Jackson
at the Calligraphy Center in Monmouth, Wales. June's daughter,
Caron Neuenschwander, 25, is a
commercial designer for Pacific
Business Interiors in Los Angeles.
Daughter Marianne Levy, 17, is a
senior at The American School in
Switzerland.
Van and Helen Lehmann Smith
set out Oct. 17 for a long sail along
the Gulf Coast — from Galveston,
around Florida and through the
Bahamas — in their new sailboat.
Fred I. Stalkup, senior research
adviser for ARCO Oil and Gas Co.
in Plano, Texas, has been admitted to the U.S. National Academy
of Engineering(NAE)for his work
in miscible recovery techniques.

Joan Portia Wyatt received her
Master of Arts in general psychology from Sam Houston State University on Aug. 16. Her thesis was,
"A Comparison of Moral Reason-

copal diocese of Oklahoma. He
and his family are relocating from
Alexandria, Va., where Bob had
been at Grace Episcopal Church
for a number of years.
Jeanne Bryan Phillips(Jones)is
the counselor for the Magnet
School of Business at Lamar High
School in Houston. She and her
husband, Bill, have twin sons,
Bryan and Randy, both sophomores at Lamar.
Kathryn Pulley Respess(Jones)
is a longtime teacher at Saint
Stephen's school in Austin.

Jesse W.Summers(Baker)
received a General Motors Cancer
Research Foundation prize
recently for "contributing to better understanding of the causes of
cancer and improvements in its
prevention." He and R. Palmer
Beasley of the University of
California-San Francisco shared
the $100,000 Charles S. Mott
prize.

'68

'62
Charles T.Myers(Baker)has left
Jacksonville, Fla., and assumed
command of the Huntsville Division of the Corps of Engineers. He
will be responsible for specialized
engineering support, training and
special procurement for the corps.
He reports that he saw John Caulfield '58(Baker)at the change of
command.

'59
Class Recorder:
Tommie Lu Maulsby
2256 Shakespeare
Houston, TX 77030
(713)664-5042

'60
Class Recorder:
Barbie McKittrick
111 Guinea Drive
Houston, TX 77055
(713)465-4827

'61
Class Recorder:
Nancy Burch
3311 Stoney Brook
Houston, TX 77063
(713)781-3634
Class recorder Nancy Burch sends
the following news:
Ray Mborn is in his second year
as head coach at Lamar University
in Beaumont. He and his wife, Sue
Shepherd '62 report that their
daughter, Shannon,an '87 Texas
Tech grad, is teaching school in
Beaumont and planning her wedding, which will take place next
summer. Their son, Matt, is a junior at Baylor.
Nancy Thorns11 Burch (Lovett)
recently joined Ogilvy & Mather
Advertising and Public Relations
as an account executive.
Norman Charlton (Wiess)is the
executive director of Boysville in
San Antonio. He and his wife,
Cindy, have sent two baseball
Players to Rice — Norm Charlton
'
86, now a pitcher with the Cinainnati Reds, and Craig Charlton,
S freshman hurler for the Owls.

“ob Moody (lianszen)was
recently named bishop of the Epis-

Andy Belschner(Wiess)and Joe
Vincent'63(Wiess) have formed
an architectural partnership in
San Francisco, specializing in
interior architecture and design.
They are putting their Archi-Arts
training to good use as designers
for the 1987 Beaux Arts Ball, sponsored by San Francisco architects
and designers. After several years
of"fluffy" themes, Andy and Joe
will startle them with this year's
theme — "Hell." In addition to a
laser light show and lavish costumes, they are planning a midnight visit by the Phantom of the
Opera.
Karin Brown(Jones)reports that
her doctoral dissertation for City
University of New York,Karl
Lueger, the Liberal Years, has
been published by Garland Publishing in New York. She is currently living in Vienna, Austria.
Barry Moore(Wiess) is teaching
a graduate design studio in
preservation/adaptive reuse at the
University of Houston's College of
Architecture.

'63
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
1065 Greenwood Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415)328-9779
(415)321-2052
Kathleen Much writes,"The first
Southwest Conference Barbecue,
held Aug. 1 at the Wildwood Acres
Resort in Lafayette, Calif., drew
more than 50 Rice exes to a jolly
afternoon of beer, authentic barbecue,country-western music,
swimming and conviviality. The
weather cooperated by providing a
Texas-like temperature so everyone would feel at home. Rice provided the second-largest contingent(UT,of course, was first, but
the Aggies were a distant third).
Among the Rice folk were Quanta
Warren '81, Greg Stahl'82,Jim
hey'84, Walter Appleby '36 and
Helen Norris Appleby'40,Sue
and Dale Missimer '46 and Ruth
and Less Wareham '43.
"Greg Magel '81 and Lisa
Magel'83, laser researchers at
Stanford, visited with Matt Noall
'78, an engineer with Deskin
Research Group. Charles Lin '68,
an electrical engineer at a young
electronics firm in San Jose, won
the drawing for a bottle of Texas
Blush wine. Pat Jackson '62
brought recent graduate Robin
Matlock '87, a music major/
economics minor from Arizona
who was job-hunting in the San
Francisco area.
"The Bay Area Rice Alumni
outing a year ago has borne fruit:
Dave Boyd '80 and Colleen Cannon'83 met on the architectural
walking tour of San Francisco and
are now married."

Vivian Vahlberg(Jones)has been
named new executive officer of
the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. She is
the first woman to hold this position. Also active in the Houston
Chapter of SPJ/SDX are the Post's
David Butler'80(Hanszen)and
Jim Asker'74(Baker).
Charles H.Webb (Will Rice)has
been appointed associate professor of English (creative writing)at
California State University-Long
Beach.
Ellen Woolford(Brown)teaches
linguistics at Penn State. After her
graduate studies in anthropology
and linguistics, she did field work
in New Guinea and postdoctoral
research at MIT and the University of Texas. She is married to fellow linguistics professor John
McCarthy, who now teaches at the
University of MassachusettsAmherst.

'72
Linda Goff(Jones) has moved
from Ft. Collins, Colo., to Laramie, Wyo., to attend law school at
the University of Wyoming.
David Cohen(Hanszen)has been
appointed an associate professor
of cardiothoracic surgery at the
University of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio. He
previously was on the faculty of
the University of Wisconsin. He
writes that his wife, Debby,(and
their five children)are "looking
forward to renewing acquaintances with Rice friends in the area
and to visiting the campus in
Houston."

'73
Marty Novak(Lovett)is an associate with the law firm of Kleberg,
Dyer, Redford & Weil in Corpus
Christi, Texas. His areas of practice are real estate, banking and
municipal law. His wife is a parttime instructor in geology at Texas
A&I University in Kingsville, and
is currently working on her master's thesis in geology.

'69

'74

Diane Dotson has joined the staff
of the Women's Legal Defense
Fund in Washington, D.C., as special counsel for family law and policy. Prior to this, she worked for
the American Bar Association's
child support project.
Peter Karp has been appointed
director of programming,space
planning and interior architecture
at RTKL Associates' Washington,
D.C., office.

Mark Man Buechler (Lovett)
completed his MBA (Accounting &
MIS)in July at the University of
Houston,and took a 17-day vacation in Europe to celebrate. He is
now working for Tyler, Ellis, Tuffly
& Co., a CPA firm in Houston. He
informs us that his brother, R.
Bruce Buechler'77(Wiess)
recently finished his five-year residency at Walter Reed Hospital in
Washington, D.C., in ortolaryngology. He will be working for the
next two years at the Army hospital in Nuremburg, Germany.
Elena de Jongh (Brown)is a visiting assistant professor of Spanish
and interpreting at Florida International University for 1987-1988.
Jane Dingus(Baker)writes:"My
husband,John Hildebrandt, and I
are now living in Worcester, Mass.,
where we are at the Worcester
Foundation for Experimental Biology. I finished my Ph.D. in 1985
from Baylor College of Medicine,
and did postdoctoral study here
for a year, but am now on
extended leave.(Also see'New
Arrivals.') We like New England,
and would love to hear from anyone in the area, or from anyone
who might be visiting."
Leonard Lane(Hanszen)and his
wife, Donna, have moved from San
Antonio to Savannah, Ga. He has
joined the faculty of the Savannah
College of Art and Design and will
be teaching in the School of Architecture.(Also see"New Arrivals.")

'70
Robert Wayne Drummond
(Wiess) has been appointed dean
of the new College of Architecture
at Texas Tech University; he is
leaving his position as head of the
Auburn University architecture
department. During the 19841985 academic year, he was on
leave to work through Rice as a
senior research associate and educational consultant to King Faisal
University, College of Architecture
and Planning, in Dammam,Saudi
Arabia.
Mary Foster(Brown)has moved
to Seattle after finishing her residency in psychiatry at the University of Colorado-Denver. She now
works at Harborview Hospital and
at the student health service at the
University of Washington. She
writes,"I still keep up with my
Rice friends and would love to
hear from any others I've lost contact with, especially if anyone is
passing through Seattle."

R.Stanley Williams(Lovett)is
now a professor of chemistry at
UCLA; he recently spent a year on
sabbatical, traveling in China and
doing research in Japan. He
writes:"If you are in the area,get
in touch. The trip gets longer and
stranger, but it's still a lot of fun."

'75
Cynthia Smith Kuslich (Baker)
married Lawrence J. Kuslich of St.
Paul, Minn., in June 1985. They
live in Portland, Ore. Her husband
is a commercial photographer specializing in food and products, and
recently opened a studio in Portland.(Also see"New Arrivals.")

'76
Patricia Cigarroa Keck(Jones)
was featured in a recent Laredo
Times article that highlighted the
academic achievements of her
family. She received a degree in
biology from Rice and now teaches
at a private school in Washington,
D.C. She and her husband, Ray
Keck III, have three children.
Carol Garner(Brown), her husband, Rob, and new daughter,
Meredith, are moving to Apia,
Western Samoa. She writes: "I'll
be there two years, hanging out
with Meredith while Rob works as
a United Nations volunteer physician in the national hospital. I
hope to do some volunteer legal
work for the country besides
learning about living in a tropical paradise."(Also see "New
Arrivals.")

'77
Linda R.MacGorman(Brown)
married John Waldo of Rochester,
Minn.,on June 20. She completed
her endocrinology training in May
at the Mayo Clinic and is currently
holding a one-year appointment as
a consultant in endocrinology.
Robert A.Managan(Wiess)
moved to Livermore, Calif., in
October 1986,and is now a physicist at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.(Also see
"New Arrivals.")

Sandy Rivera(Jones)is a morning news anchor for KHOU-TV,
Channel 11, in Houston. She has
been honored as one of the top
100 Hispanic women in communications in America, with an award
sponsored by Hispanic USA magazine. She is currently president of
the Houston chapter of the society
of professional journalists, Sigma
Delta Chi, working with another
Rice graduate, Vivian Vahlberg,
executive officer of SDX. Rivera
and Kathleen Ryan McLaurin
recently graduated from the Leadership Houston program. Rivera
also had a hand in helping plan
homecoming weekend for the
Class of'77.

'78
Class Recorders
Rhonda Hale Kreger
1810 Beaver Creek Ct.
Duncanville, TX 75137
(214)780-7183
Stephen R.Sills(Baker) married
Rosalyn M. Gosselin in Anchorage,
Alaska, in October 1985. He is
currently with Atlantic Richfield
Co. as a reservoir engineer in
Plano, Texas.

'79
Class Recorder:
J.C. Puckett
435 E. 70th, #6-F
New York, NY 10021
(212)872-6711(daytime)
John Burton (Will Rice), assistant
professor of cello and theory at
Hardin-Simmons University since
1979, has completed his Doctor of
Musical Arts at the University of
Southern California.
John Rex(Lovett)and Sara Rex
'80(Jones)write:"In June we left
the cool and mellow San Francisco
Bay area for the frantic pace and
extreme climate of Washington,
D.C. John is doing a medical fellowship in infectious diseases at
the National Institutes of Health,
and Sara is working with product
development and underwriting
low-income housing projects for
the National Corporation for
Housing Partnerships."

'80
Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
9555 Cloverdale
San Antonio, TX 78250
(512)523-1820
(512)342-6063
Marty Froelick (Will Rice) won
the Twin Cities Marathon in October with a time of 2:10:59, well
under the qualifying mark for
next year's U.S. Olympic Trials.
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The race day temperature in
Minneapolis-St. Paul was a decidedly nippy 24 degrees but that
didn't faze Marty, who has been
training in Colorado Springs, aiming toward the race for the gold in
Seoul.
Steve Gleaves(Lovett) married
Carol Brewer this summer in
Houston. Steve coaches J-V football and varsity tennis at Kinkaid
School; Carol is a physical education instructor and coach at
Duchesne Academy.
Gay Hutto Greiter(Baker) married William Greiter in San Antonio
on Jan. 24, 1987,and writes that
they were expecting a baby in
October. She writes:"I'm looking
forward to being a full-time mom
for a while."

'81
Class Recorder:
Kevin Honnell
1421 Geneva St.
Raleigh, NC 27606
(919)737-3615
(919)851-2550
Wayne Derrick(Will Rice)photographed the film,"A Tibetan New
Year," which was featured
recently at the Rice Media Center.
Gloria Meekel(Brown) married
George Tarkley, an attorney, on
Oct. 10, 1987. She will move to
Dallas and become associated with
the law firm of Cowles and
Thompson. She plans to attend
the Rice Club functions in Dallas
and would love to hear from her
classmates there.
Stephanie Woerner(Baker)
writes:"After leaving Rice in 1981
I moved to Connecticut for four
years to manage a small firm selling dairy equipment. I then
returned to Texas and spent two
years in Austin getting an MBA.
The latest move has been a big one
— I've been accepted in the Organizational Behavior Ph.D. program
at the Stanford Graduate School of
Business, starting this fall, and on
Halloween of this year, I'm going
to marry David Chase'82(Baker)
in Tampa, Fla. He finished his
Ph.D. in computer science this
year at Rice and is now working at
Olivetti in Palo Alto. We've settled
(with all our boxes)in Menlo
Park."

'82
Michael Oestmann(Wiess)is a
senior petroleum geophysicist
with Exxon; his wife, Catherine
Oestmann'84(Brown)is an electrical engineer with Compaq Computer.(Also see"New Arrivals.")
Blake Vernon (Hanszen)and his
wife, Debbie, have returned to
Houston from Hattiesburg, Miss.,
where he worked for five years. He
will continue his employment with
Chevron USA in Houston.

'83
Katherine Barnard(Brown)has
joined the staff of Stetson University in DeLand, Fla., as assistant
women's basketball coach.
Marie Gemmell Crowe
graduated from the University of
Texas-Arlington with an MBA this
summer and is now working in
product management for Surgikos,
a Johnson & Johnson company in
Arlington.
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Edwin Poole III(Hanszen) married Margaret Lynn Knox,a Salem
College graduate with a master's
in counseling from UNCCharlotte, on May 30, 1987. He is
now working for Clark, Tribble,
Harris and Li, an architecture
and engineering firm in
Charlotte, N.C.
Doug Taylor(Baker)writes from
California:"Having fun over here
at Scripps, running around on the
beach and working on my tan.
Drop in any time you're in town."
Joe Veltri(Lovett)entered the
graduate business school at the
University of Texas-Austin in September 1986 after working for
Transco Energy Co. in Houston for
more than two years. He is now in
Holland attending an exchange
program at Erasmus University in
Rotterdam, but he claims,"I'm
only over here for the beer."

'84
Kevin M.Clark (Jones)and Carleen Tindal'85(Lovett)got
engaged on June 29"on the tennis
courts of Dallas." They write:
"Carleen has graduated from UT
Law and recently took the bar
exam ... We then took a driving
vacation through West Texas and
New Mexico to relax and visit relatives. She is now with Denton &
Guinan, a smaller firm in downtown Dallas specializing in real
estate and general business law."
Joseph Davidson (Lovett)is a
new associate in business law at
the Los Angeles office of Paul,
Hastings, Janofsky & Walker.
Laurentia Duff(Will Rice)graduated from Baylor Law School in
May and is now practicing law in
Dallas.
Peter D.Quinn(Jones)has begun
work on a two-year MBA program
at the Fuqua School of Business at
Duke University.
Geoff Spradley(Jones)will soon
complete an M.A. in composition
and computer music at the University of California-San Diego,
where he studies with the Japanese composer Joji Yuasa.

'85
Class Recorder:
David Phillips
6013 Ridgeview Drive
Alexandria, VA 22310
(703)960-9249
Ralph D.Gillespie married Carolyn Fecketter on July 25, 1985,at
the Vail Chapel of Northwestern
University, Evanston, Ill. The best
man was Chris Matney'85
(Baker), and Ross Kay'85
(Baker)was a groomsman. Jim
Nelson'85(Baker)also attended.
Elaine Bienkowski Keller
(Jones) married Scott L. Keller on
Sept. 5, 1987, at Wayfarers Chapel
in Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif. She
is working on her MBA this fall at
UCLA.
Robert(B.J.) Lain (Sid Rich) is
now in his third year in the Marine
Corps and was promoted to First
Lieutenant this May. At Camp
Pendleton in Southern California,
he is motor transport officer for
the 3rd battalion, 7th Marines,
part of the 1st Marine Division
there. He writes of seeing Rice
grads Steve Tomkies'85(Sid
Rich)and Lane Cardwell'84
(Jones), who are working for
McDonnell-Douglas in Huntington
Beach,Steve McLaughlin'86

(Sid Rich), a lieutenant with the
11th Marines at Camp Pendleton,
and Jim Wade '81 (Hanszen),a
new captain with the 1st Air-Naval
Gunfire Liaison Company, also at
Camp Pendleton.
Kathy Broussard(Brown)is now
living in Arlington, Va., working as
an immigration legal assistant for
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue in
Washington D.C. One evening a
week she volunteers as a tutor/
aide in an English as a Second
Language class for foreign adults.
She writes of seeing Rice friends
Mari:dice Hildebrandt Vick
(Brown)and her husband, Chris
Vick(Hanszen), Dan Koury(Sid
Rich), and Rita Mandez(Brown).
She says that Jade York Burns
(Will Rice) has moved from Virginia to Boston to join her husband, John Burns(Will Rice), as
he pursues his Ph.D. at Harvard.
Bill Stockton (Lovett) writes:"I
just completed my master's thesis
at Princeton and am passively jobhunting while backpacking
through Europe. The trip included
an invasion of the Paul Sealy'85
(Wiess)household in Brussels.
Two(career) possibilities are Palo
Alto, Calif., and Washington, D.C.
I heard from Eddie Spear'84
(Lovett)...he's currently a parking
lot attendant in Seattle, Wash."
Peter B.Tesarek(Wiess)is starting a two-year MBA program at
Columbia University in New York
City, while on an educational
leave of absence from the Standard Oil Co. He has worked for the
past two years as a production
engineer in the Oklahoma and
Texas oilfields.

'86
William H.Jenkins III(Wiess)
writes:"enjoying an exciting and
challenging job with the Department of Defense."
Greg LaBorde is working on project Galileo, a mission to Jupiter.
He writes:"There are a lot of Rice
alums in my section, working on
various other projects, among
them Mark Boyles'86,Paul
Bowerman'83 and Kevin
Clark '83."
Marine Second Lieutenant David
M.Reitz(Sid Rich)was recently
deployed to the Western Pacific as
part of the Unit Deployment Program with 3rd Battalion, 2nd
Marines, Camp Lejeune, N.C.

'87
Harold M.Hinton Jr.(Sid Rich)
married Sherry Garmon on Aug.
1, 1987, and is now attending the
U.S. Army Aviation Course at Ft.
Rucker, Ala.
Susan Lenamon (Lovett)has
joined McDaniel & Tate, a Houston public relations agency, as a
junior account executive.
Kayhan Parsi(Will Rice)is working as an editorial assistant for a
Washington, D.C., firm that publishes weekly news journals for the
American Physical Therapy Association and the American Occupational Therapy Association.

RASCALS
'sizzle'
in San Diego
On Oct. 3, which
turned out to be one
of the hottest days on
record in San Diego
history(104 degrees
at the downtown airport), the Rice RASCALS(Rice Alumni,
Southern California
Section) met to hold
their first organizational meeting. The
grounds of Francis
W.Parker Upper and
Middle Schools
sported 55 Rice graduates who braved the
Santa Ana winds to
picnic, talk and have
a great time. RASCAL chair Mary Jo
McGinnis Hayes'44
recorded a 55-person
turnout with the
Four'
Escobar(L)and Hayes — two ofthe RASCAL `Gang of
heaviest representation coming from the group graduating in the '80s. The '70s ran a close
second and the '40s a respectable third.
At the meeting, a questionnaire was distributed and those attending
were given an opportunity to state their preferences about future meetings as well as the ultimate purpose of the group. The "gang of four" who
met to put the initial meeting into gear were Mary Jo Hayes, Muriel Wicks
Escobar '46, Teresa Escobar Fisher'77 and Libby Land Kaderli'43.
With such a fine turnout for a first-time-around and notes from
those who wanted to come but couldn't because of prior commitments,
the RASCALs feel they are well on their way to letting Southern California know Rice is there.
—Suzanne Johnson

New Arrivals
Joe Graves'70(Baker)and his
wife, Beth, announce the birth of a
daughter, Lindsay Mather,on
Sept. 13, 1987. The Graves live in
Alexandria, Va.
Mari Riherd Weller'73 and her
husband, Bob,announce the birth
of their third child, Rebecca Shelley Weller, on May 18, 1987. She
joins Rachel Erin, 6,and Robert
Samuel, 4. In July the family
moved to the Nashville area,
where Bob has joined the Vanderbilt faculty. Mari is taking a year
off after seven years at Yale.
Leonard Lane'74(Hanszen)and
his wife, Donna, announce the
birth of their daughter, Hilary
Habrouck, on June 21, 1987.

Oren L.Connaway'78(Wiess)
and his wife, Sue Ann, announce
the birth of a daughter, Aridl Lisabeth, on July 29, 1987. Their first
child, Travis, is almost 3. The
Connaways live in Kingwood,
Texas.
Cynthia Smith Kuslich '75
(Baker)and her husband, Larry,
announce the birth of their first
child, Matthew Curtis Daniel
Kuslich, on May 20, 1987,at their
home in Portland, Ore. Matthew
shares a birthday with his mother.
Carol Garner'76(Brown)and
her husband, Rob,announce the
birth of their first child, Meredith
Nizhoni Garner Williams, in Feb-ruary 1987.
Robert A.Managan '77(Wiess)
and his wife, Jayne, announce the
birth of their first child, Julie Elizabeth, on Jan. 11, 1987.
Elizabeth Hernandez Irving'81
(Brown)announces the birth of a
son, Robert Bransford Irving, on
April 29, 1987.

Mark I). Hendrix '82(Baker)and
Susan Ilemphill Hendrix'83
(Brown)announce the birth of
their first child, Kristen Nicole
Hendrix, on June 21, 1987. They
write,"She arrived on Father's
Day — great timing, don't you
think?"
Michael Oestmann '82 and
Catherine Oestmann '84
announce the birth of their daughter, Laura Jean Oestmann,on Oct.
16, 1987.
Treaey L. Woods'83 and her
husband, Lawrence Engle,
announce the birth of their first
child, Brian Lawrence,on April
14, 1987. The family lives in
Houston.

In Memoriam
Barton W.Stone'18 of San
Antonio in January 1978.
Gertrude Boxley Bray'21 of
Houston on Sept. 24, 1987.
Byron G.McCollough '23 of
Houston on Sept. 27, 1987.
Johnson Peyton Barnes Sr.'24
of Houston on Aug. 11, 1987.
Emmett C. Laird '24 of Kilgore,
Texas,on July 27, 1987.
Cordelia Jack Reagan'24 of
Houston.
Dimple Lois Crenshaw '25 of
Bartlesville, Okla., on Sept. 27,
1987.
Bruce Maxwell Jackson '28 in
1980.
Jackson M.Sloan '25 on Feb. 9,
1969.
Edwin Duncan Axtell'27 of Port
Arthur, Texas, on July 4, 1987.
Patsy Jane Jones'27 of Houston
on Oct. 3, 1987.
Thomas Hagan Allin '28 of Venice, Fla., on Aug. 21, 1987.
William Monroe Rust Jr.'28 of
Austin in 1987.
Harry Goldstein'29 of New
Orleans in February 1985.
Herman P. Klumpp'29 of San
Antonio on Oct. 15, 1971.
Sarah Winfred Eastham Staples
'30 of Huntsville on Aug. 20, 1987.
Robert Dickinson '30 on Sept. 4,
1987.
John S. Wynn'30 in March 1987.
William E. Holke'32 of Houston
on Sept. 26, 1987.
John L. Wathen'34 in June
1987.
Fred Talbott Wilson'34 of Houston on Sept. 26, 1987.
Carl Crofford '33 of Dallas in
Spring 1987.
Ralph Newcomer'33 of Iowa,
La., on Oct. 12, 1987.
Wilson(Bat)Ivanhoe Battestin
'36 of Houston on Sept. 9, 1987.
Marjorie Levy Schwarz'36 of
Houston on Oct. 20, 1987.

James M.Manuel'37 of Baytown, Texas.
Elizabeth Jane Nester '37 on
April 4, 1985.
James G. Shirley Jr.'37.
William F. Reed'38 of Ctunano
Island, Wash., on Aug. 31, 1987.
Dorothy Daigle Stavinoha'38 of
Houston on Aug. 28, 1987.
Clarence W.Stoneburner'38 of
Denton, Texas, on Feb. 18, 1987.
Clarence I. Lewis'39 of Houston
on Aug. 26, 1987.
Richard Taylor Hanna Jr.'40 of
Englewood, Fla., on Aug. 23, 1987.
Joseph John Carter'41 of Lake
Wales, Fla., on July 23, 1987.
Jack Harding Rick '41 of Maracaibo, Venezuela, in 1986.
Cecil Harry Nay Jr.'42 of
Brownwood, Texas, in 1983.
Martha Williford Gay'44 of
Houston on Oct. 19, 1987.
John McGrew Wilson Jr.'44 of
Portland, Ore., on Oct. 14, 1987.
James H. Weygandt'45 of Houston on Aug. 30, 1987.
Charles E. Hagemeier'47 of Corpus Christi, Texas, on Sept. 25,
1987.
Joe Bailey Meissner Jr.'47 of
Wichita Falls, Texas, on July 27,
1987.
Robert B.Paramore'47 of Houston on Sept. 30, 1987.
Frank W.Bryan Sr.'50 of Houston on Sept. 23, 1987.
Herbert Roco'50 in 1975.
John M.Michon '52 of Houston
on Sept. 28, 1987.
Thomas Oliver Blackburn'53 on
Aug. 4, 1985.
Gus T.Panos'53 of Houston on
Oct. 16, 1987.
Mary Robb Greene'56 of Cove,
Texas, on Sept. 20, 1987.
Bayless C. McInnis'60(Hanszen)of Houston on Aug. 25, 1987.
Mica! Kent Wood '62(Hanszen)
of Phoenix, Ariz., on Aug. 8,1987.
Joan E. Hagen '78(Jones)of
Dallas in April 1987.
Lewis M.Dratt'79(Sid Rich)of
Houston on July 27, 1987.

Let us hearfrom you
Enjoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why
not return the favor — drop us a line and a(preferably black and white) photo
at Sallyport, Office of University Relations, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
77251.
El New Baby?
CI New Job?
El Married?
Cl Promoted?
0See a Classmate?
0Take a Trip?
0Back in School?
0Other?
El Moved?
Send us details-

Travel
Trip the sights fantastic
Fancy yourself spending Thanksgiving along the Great Barrier Reef or celebrating Christmas amid the Roman ruins? A November trip to the "Land Down
Under" and a holiday splash among the splendor of Europe are just two of the
trips currently being offered by the Association of Rice Alumni. For information
on these and other 1987-88 alumni travel/study programs, call the alumni office
at(713)527-4057 or write the Association of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston, TX 77251. Prices are approximate.
A number of trips are also being offered by the Rice Office of Continuing
Studies and Special Programs. For more information about these travel opportunities, call(713)527-6022.
(Before calling for information, please note which organization is sponsoring the trip and use the appropriate number listed above.)

Christmas in Rome,and More
Dec. 21-Jan. 3
Imagine Christmas in Rome and New Year's Eve in Paris. Enjoy the beauty of
the Christmas holiday in Rome,followed by a drive to Orvieto, the most spectacularly situated hill city, then on to Assisi, Perguia and Florence. From Florence you will take an overnight train to Paris, where you will celebrate the New
Year. Approximate cost is $2,400. Sponsored by the Association of Rice
Alumni.

Guatemala
January 1988
Our trip to Guatemala begins with a two-night stay in Antigua, a beautifully preserved colonial city that served as capital of Guatemala from 1543 to 1773. During the next few days you will be exposed to the shores of Lake Atitlan, visit
Santiago Atitlan(a charming Indian village) and arrive in Chichicastenango in
time to enjoy the most colorful market in the country. After an overnight stay
in Guatemala City you will fly to Tikal, where you have the opportunity to see
the many pyramids, temples and buildings that make up this "Great City" of the
Mayan empire. You will also visit Sayaxache and Ceibal, Lake Peten, Rio Dulce
and Castillo de San Felipe before returning to Guatemala City. 12 days, approximately $1,500. Sponsored by the Association of Rice Alumni.

A Tour of Mexico: The Colonial Cities and the Copper Canyon
March 5-13
Join John Coffman, author of the North American section of the World Book
Encyclopedia, and television's Ray Miller on a nine-day bus and train tour of
Mexico. You will visit cities known for their colonial history and will explore the
huge Copper Canyon,famous for its copper,gold and silver. The itinerary
includes Mexico City, San Jose Purrua, Morelia, Salamanca, Queretaro, San
Miguel de Allende, Dolores Hidalgo, Guanajuato, Aguascalientes, Durango,
Mazatlan, Los Mochis and Chihuahua. Cost to be determined. Sponsored by the
Office of Continuing Studies.
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Sammy Swings
Homecoming 1987 wasn't just a hoot for
Rice alumni and students. The Owls
might have lost on the field, but Sammy
stayed in dogged pursuit on the sidelines,
aggravating Aggies to the corps-er, core.

